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NEW CONTRACT AND Project #177 is a new contract with the Vet­
GRANT AGREEMENT erans Administration to provide counseling 
and rehabilitation services to veterans. The 
contract is written on a per counselee rate for a total of $24, 468. Mrs. Ele­
nore Koch is to serve as project supervisor. 
Project #1 78 is a grant agreement under the Higher Education Act 
of 1965 through the Ohio Board of Regents entitled, "Training for Model 
Cities Board Members" in the amount of $19, 412. Non-federal matching 
funds in the amount of $10, 542 bring the project total to $29, 9 54. Dr. Harold 
Silverman is the program director. The grant agreement provides for con­
ducting the program in four model cities areas in Ohio. The training program 
i.s primarily directed at giving persons associated with model cities efforts a 
comprehensive overview of the manifold aspects of governing bodies as they 
relate to operations. 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY The Environmental Quality Education Act has 
EDUCATION ACT become Public Law 91-516. This new law 
will enable colleges and universities to be ­
come more actively involved in environmental studies. The act provides $45 
million over the next three years for: 
Developing materials for teaching environmental studies. 
Preservice and inservice training programs for teachers, 
other educational personnel, community, business, labor, 
and industrial leaders, and government agencies at all 
levels of government. 
Adult and cominuni ty education programs. 
Preparation and distribution. of materials on the environ­
ment and ecology for use by the mass media. 
• 
The sm:l.11 grants progra·m is for non-profit organizations working 
in the field of environment to conduct courses, workshops, seminars, sym­
posiums, institute.s, and conferences especially for adult and community 
groups. These will . receive priority on the ba"Sis of demonstrated innovative 
approaches to envi~onmental education. They may range up to $10, 000. 
FY1971 - .$5 million, FY1972 - $15 million and FY1973 - $25 million. 
EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION Under Title III, section 109 of the Adult 
PROJECTS - ADULT EDUCATION Education Act; provision is made for the 
support of proposals covering Adult Ed­
ucation Programs - Special Experim~~ntal Demonstration Projects, Teacher 
Training Projects. 
Copies of the policy and procedures ·manual for the preparation of 
proposals and operation of projects are on file in the Office of Research Devel ­
opment. 
Priority for these programs has put emphasis on: requirements for 
adult living, design and implementation of a delivery system concerning pro­
gram resources, de-;-elopment and de·monstration of packaged pro·motional ma­
terial, specialization for ethnic and minority groups, inter-agency program­
ming, adaptability to institutional use, and follow-up orientation capability of 
the established program. 
Deadlines for proposals are established on the basis of the timP, for 
program presentation. 
SPECIAL PROJECTS The National Science Foundation invites pro­
PRE-COLLEGE EDUCATIO~ posals for unusual experimental projects that 
show promise of producing new knowledge of, 
or high quality improvements in, pre-college science or ·mathematics educa­
tion. 
Proposals may integrate elements of course content improvement, 
student activities, teacher education, or other special efforts. They may be 
for either local or wide application, or both. They ·may be programs which 
shed light on current or new practices and the need for further studies along 
these lines. 
A preliminary proposal should show the need for the project, state 
the objectives, outline the contemplated work, indicate personnel to be in­
volved, estimate of time required, and an approximate budget. 
JOB CORPS The American Association of Colleges for 
SUMMER Teacher Education and the U. S. Department 
of Labor have developed a cooperative pro­
gram t:o provide an opportunity for teacher educators to work in Job Corps 
programs this summer, learning new methods for teaching disadvantaged 
youth. "Project 35" involves the selection of SU'mmer Professors to spend 
four continuous weeks between the beginning of June and the end of August 
in one of 50 centers in the U. S. Participants will receive a stipend of $250 
per week plus up to $300 for travel expenses. Each educator will also re­
ceive a $25 per die·m for a two-day orientation preceding the practicum and 
a two-day evaluation session at the conclusion of the project. Contact: 
Dr. Robert J. Stevenson, Director, AACTE-Job Corps Project, One Dupont 
Circle, Washington, D. C. 20036. 
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SMlTHSONIAN SUMM.ER The Smithsonian Institution has issued informa­
PARTICIPATION tion on its 1971-72 program of visiting lecture­
ships, undergraduate and graduate student sti ­
pends, and work-study awards. Applications for participation in any of these 
categories this next summer must be filed by February 15. The ·main emphasis 
of all awards made by the institution is to allow college and university faculty 
and students either to participate in the ongoing research, collection, and dis ­
play work of the agency or to use its holdings as a basis for significant research. 
The institution provides funds for both sum1ner and academic-year tenure, but 
the deadline for academic year participation has passed. Contact: Academic 
Progra·mt.1, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. 20560. 
OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES The Peace Corps seeks volunteers with back­
ground in chemistry, physics, mathematics, 
or general science to teach and teach teachers in Sierra Leone, Uganda, The 
Gamhia, Korea, Malaysia, Jamaica, Micronesia, and Eastern Caribbean. 
Some program.s include families and begin this Spring and Sumrre r. 
Write or call collect: Frank o: Sullivan, Peace Corps, 408 Atlantic 
Avenue, Room 211, Boston, Massachusetts 0221 O. [ (61 7) 223-7366] 
PROGRAMS IN These programs have not been made fully 
PROGRESS operational, but for purposes of planning it 
m:.ght be well to give the·m consideration. 
More details in the Office of Research Development. 
9_.fi 
16 Grants and Contracts to Encourage Full Utilization of .Educational 
Talent for Allied Health Professions. 
1 7 Environmental Education Curriculum Research, Development, 
Dissemination, and Evaluation. 
18 Com1nunity Environm(~ntal Education Program. 
19 Training Programs and Projects in Environmt"!ntal Education. 
20 Environmental Education Small Grants Program. 
21 Training Grants and Contracts. 
22 Special Study and Dem~mstration Projects on Recovery of Useful 
Energy and Materials. 
23 Drug Abuse Education Projects. 
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE The White House Conference follow-up on 
FOOD, NUTRITION & HEALTH food, nutrition, and health is to be held at 
Willia·msburg, Virginia on Feb. 5, 19 71. 
The summaries and detailed analysis of the food and nutrition progra·m re­
sults will be made available by the affected agencies. 
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FEBRUARY DEADLINES 
Program Guide N:). Deadlines 
Institutes for Training in Librarianship, USOE 
Library Training Fellowship, USOE 
Higher Education Facilities Planning Grants, USO.E 
(Special Opportunities Grants) 
Programa for Medical, Dental, & Veterinary Students 
(Army), DOD (Army Senior Veterinary Student 
Program) 
Centers for Service for Deaf-Blind Children, USOE 
General Purpose Training Grants, PHS, NIH 
Trainceship Grants for Residency Training & Pre­
ventive M<~dicine & Dental Public Health, PHS 
College Science Improvement Program (Interinsti ­
tutional), NSF 
Research & Cooperative Education Program, 
Smithsonian Institute (Undergraduate & Graduate 
Summer Research Assistantships) 
Special Services for Disadvantaged Students in 
Institutions of Higher Education, USOE 
Biomt~dical Science Support Grants, NIH 
Model Preschool & Early Education Programs for 
the Handicapped, USOE 
Research, Training, & Special Education Programs 
of USOE 
MARCH DEADLINES 
D~~mnnstration Projects in School Health & Nutrition 
Services for Children of Low Incom<~ Families 
SumJnf! r Institutes & Conferences for Secondary 
School Teachers of Science & Mathematics, NSF 
Educational Program s o:f the Na.tional Library of 
M1'!dicine, NLM 
Construction Grants to Schools of Nursing, NIH 
Construction of Teaching Facilities for Health 
Professions, PHS 
Bilingual Education for Children from Low-Incomt~ 
Families, USOE (State Agency) 
Program!:.: for Students of Physical Therapy, 
USDOD, Army 
Research Grants & Fellowships - National Institute 
of Law Enforce·ment & Criminal Justice, NILECJ 
Water Pollution Control Training Grants, FWPCA 
Water Pollution Control Research Fellowship, 
FWPCA 
Smithsonian Institution Foreign Currency Program, 
Smithsonian 
D<!veloprnent Grants for Allied Health Professions, 
NlH 
(continued on next page) 
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96 
103 
223 (Fed.) 
(Fed.) 
234.3 
276 
125 
134 
173 
179.4 
53 
128 
32 
249.5 
100 
71 
104.6 
111 
126 
1 74 
190.11 
198.3 
214 
215 
221 
l40 
Feb. or M;:i.r. 

Feb. or Mar. 

Mar. 31 

Feb. 15 

Feb. 15 

Feb. 15 

Feb. 15 

Feb. 15 
Feb. 15 
Feb. 15 

Feb. 15 (tentative) 

Mid. Feb. 
Feb. 24 
Feb. 
M.'lr. 1 
Mar. 1 
M=ir. 1 
Mar. 1 
M;:i.r. 1 
M.:i.r. 1 
Mar. 1 
Ma.r. 1 
Ma.r. 1 
Mar. 1 
Mar. 1 
M<:1.r, 1 
MARCH DEADLl:NES (continued) 
Program Guide No.----­ Deadlines 
Vocational & Technical Education L~ adership 
Dcvclopmc·nt Program (State· Nominees) 255 M;tr. 1 
L•>ans for Construction of Academic Facilities, USO'E 47 Mar. 15 
Program.:; for Nursing Students, USDOD, Navy 68.5 Mar. 15 
Research & Training Programs, Office of Civil 
Defense, ASEE 152.8 Mar. 15 
Research Fellowships, AEC 209.4 Mar. 15 
Academic Training in Comprehensive Health Planning, 
HSMHA 287 Mar. 15 
Continuing Education in Comprehensive H·:alth 
Planning, HSM HA 288 Mar. 15 
Studies & Demonstrations in Comprehensive Health 
Planning, HSMHA 289 M<tr. 15 
Grants for Construction of Undergraduate Academic 
Facilities (State Agency Jan. 31) 36 Mar. 31 
ProgramH for Nursing Students, USDOD Army 68.4 Mar. 31 
Foreign Scientists, NATO, & Postdoctoral Science 
Fellowships, NSF 98. 3 & • 4 Mci.r. 31 
Hjgher Education Facilities Comprehensive Planning 
Grants, U SOE (State - Mid March) 223 (Fed.) Mar, 31 
APRIL DEADLINES 
National Defense Graduate Fellowships (Institutional) 
USOE 12 Apr. 1 
Training & Technical Assistance for Community 
Action Programs (ASAP) 55 Apr. 30 
Special Programs & Projects in the Humc1.nities, N'EH 59. 7 Apr. 1 
Research Programs - Ma.npower Administration, MA 62. 2, .4 Apr. 1 
Educational Program s of National Li.brary of M~dicine 
NLM l 04. 3 Apr. 1 
Predoctoral, Postdoctoral, & Special Research 
Fellowships, N1H 120 Apr. 1 
Vocational Rehabilitation Training Grants & Fellow­
ships (Applications), SRS 142 Apr. 1 
Research Development Programs, NIM~'-! 144 Apr. 1 
Grants for Agricultural Research, ARS 1 70 Apr. 1 
ProgramH for Students of Occupational Therapy, 
DOD Army 190.10 Apr. 1 
Research Grants & Fellowships, NILECJ >:< 198.4 Apr. 1 
Nursing Research Grants & Fellowships, N1H 200.1 Apr. 1 
Research Fellowships, AEC 209.5 Apr. 1 
Education Programfl, AEC 210.4 Apr. 1 
National Center for H .~alth Services Research & 
D~vclopment, NCHS 216.7 Apr. 
(continued on next page) 
-.:, Natio;1.tl Institute of Law En'"orccm<~ J1.t and Criminal .Justice 
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APRIL DEADLINES (continued) 
Program Guide No. Deadlines 
Research, Development, & Training Grants & 
Fellowships in Laboratory Animal Resources, 
NIH 244.3 Apr. l 
Training & Education Programs (Dental Student 
Sum.mer Research), VA 273.6 April 15 
Grants to States for the Education of Migrant 
Children, USOS 296 April 15 
Special Progra·mi:; & Projects in the Humanities 
(Aug. 71) 59. 1 April 19 
NEW ACS The E. J. Crane Award in Chemical Informa-
AW ARD tion Science will have a monetary value of 
$2, 000 with an appropriate plaque with the 
likeness of E. J. Crane. The award will be given only when outstanding nom ·­
inees can be found. It will recognize major or specific contributions involving 
structuring and improvem1"! nt of chemical information transfer. 
A C S DIV1Sl0 ,'J The Division of Analytical Chemistry of ACS 
FELLOWSHlPS administers several fellowship awards of 
$5, 000 each for the calendar year. One thou­
sand dollars is for equipm<:.>nt and travel and the supervising professor of the 
laboratories of the sponsoring group. The remainder goes to the individual in 
installments. The sponsor school must be ACS accredited. 
Several $800 sum.mer stipends are also available. 
Applicants must have completed a year of study and currently b e 
working on P'n. D in analytical chemistry. 
Deadline is Feb. 22. Dr. R. S. Juvet, Jr., Departm<:'nt of Chem ·­
istry, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281. 
GLOSSt\R Y FOR FA C ULTY Jack Lambert, Kansas State University in 
IN ACADEM[C PROMOTION ~_!:-~_!:!~~~is responsible for thC' se terms 
for use in decisions on promotion and tenure: 
Incentive program publish or perish 
Academi c puberty rites acquiring tenure 
Promising hasn1t de live red 
Established momentum lo carry over 
the hill 
(continued on next page) 
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Recognized known by someone other 
than the department 
National reputation chairman has a friend who 
also is acquainted 
Theoretician has two left thumbs 
Experimentalist dextrous but stubborn 
ANNUAL HISTORY OF The Annual History of Science M ·eeting, spon-
SC IENCE MEETING sored by The Ohio Acade·my of Science, will 
be held on Saturday, Ma.re 6, 1971, at the 
Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus. 
This year's program will feature a morning symposium on "Nine­
teenth Century Midwestern Naturalists, 11 arranged by Ronald L. Stuckey, 
Hj storian-Archivist. Guest speakers and participants will be Professor 
George White, D2!partment of Geology, University of Illinois; Professor H·=nry 
D. Shapiro, Departm.: nt of History, University of Cincinnati; Professor Aurele 
La Rocque, Department of Geology, The Ohio State University; and Professor 
Ronald L. Stuckey, Faculty of Botany, The Ohio State University. 
A noon luncheon will be held at the Jai Lai Restaurant, 1421 Olen­
tangy Ri.ver Road (a short walk from Battelle M ·'.'! morial Institute). 
The afternoon session wi.11 be devoted to contributed pape rs by 
mC'mbers of the Academ}' or others interested in the History of Science. 
If you have an interest in participating in or atte nding this H istory 
of Science meeting, please contact M::. Bales in the Research Development 
Office and mail the required form by February 19th (earlier if you wish to 
present a paper. Address the form to: M1·. Lynn Elfner, Departmt~nt of 
Botany, The Ohio State Univel'sity, 1735 Neil A..renue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. 
FOLJR GOALS Four goals set as of primary concern: 
S. P. MARLAND, JR, 1) Public confidence in the overwhelmingly 
COMMISSIO,\l"ER OF important is sues confronting educators at 
EDUCATlON this momt'"! nt in our hi.story. An effort mnst 
be mc1.de to restore the trust in American 
schools. 
2) Ways mnst be found to intensify the delivery of effective edu­
cational programs to the socially and econornically disadvantaged. 
3) The educational process itself requires attention and an ef­
fort to intensify and improve the quality of our research and development by 
evaluating methods of teaching, particularly as applied to the disadvantaged. 
4) An improvement of the Office of Education by reaffirming the 
dignity and capability of the staff and by enlarging the Office's commitment, 
responsibility, and responsiveness to the country. 
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STUDENT CO.NTEST The American Society for Engineering Educa-
ENVIRONMENT • tion and the Westinghouse Foundation plan to 
sponsor the nation's first environmental im­
proveme nt contest for engineering students. Awards will be presented to 
students who have carried out engineering projects which focus on pollutant 
control and abatement, recycling of pollutants, detecting and measuring en­
vironmental distribution of pollutants, or the impact of pollutants on natural 
ecosystems. 
April 15th is the deadline for entry. Entry forms have been re­
quested for your use by the Office of Research Development. 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON The House Comrnerce Committee approved 
ALCOHOL ABUSE a $300 million authorization to set up this 
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse in the 
Public Health Services to provide grants for treatment and research on the 
problems associated with the use of alcohol. 
NSF GUIDELINES Guidelines for the preparation of proposals 
''POBLIC UNDERSTANDING under the NSF Public Under standing of 
OF SCIENCE" Science Program have been made available. 
The guidelines suggest that the program re­
late to: 
1. Information Projects on Science 
2. University Training Programs 
3. Research-Development Programs 
Some suggested areas in the Information Projects are: books on 
science for lay use, special purpose films, science museum P.xhibits, science 
teaching mobiles, etc. 
University Training Programs will be supported in cooperation 
with the Graduate Science Education Division. Progra·ms should provide ad­
vanced, suppleme ntary capabilities to graduate programs in which interdis ­
ciplinary relationships are developed. They should focus on increasing the 
communication skills of the student. 
Research Development Programs should be innovative with inter­
disciplinary pilot programs which include the testing and evaluation of the new 
approaches to the public understanding of science. 
,
•'·­
Sesame Street: 

It's the little things that count; the big ones tend to multiply! 
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NSF SEEKS The National Science Foundation is seeking 
CONFERENCE proposals for five-day regional conferences 
PROPOSALS on subjects of current research interest in 
the mathematical sciences, computers, 
operations research, and management science for this summer or fall. Pro­
posals are due February 15. 
NS F ACADEMIC A brochure listing the various academic 
YEAR INSTITUTES year institutes it is supporting is available 
in the 0 ff ice of Research Development. 
Teachers in the secondary schools may be interested. The only one in the 
state of Ohio will be one for Mathematics at the University of Cincinnati. 
Propes als covering these institutes have to be submitted about 
one year in advance of the proposed offering of an institute. 
TRAINING & RESEARCH The Secretary of Transportation has author-
FELLOWSH.IPS ity to make grants and contracts to public 
institutions for training e-mployee s of state 
and local highway departmfmts. Up to 70% of the cost of tuition and direct 
educational expenses are paid from the money appropriated to the state. 
Research fellowships in highway research may also be obtained. 
POLLUTANTS Papers are being requested for presentation 
CONFERENCE at the Joint Conference on Sensing of En­
vironmental Pollutants, which will be held 
Nov. 8 - 10 in Palo Alto, California. Abstra~~-of papers should be sub­
mitted by May 14 to R. L. Chapman, Beckman Instrum.:mts, Inc., 2500 
Harbor Blvd., Fullerton, California 9 2634. 
OHIO ARTS Deadline for submi.ssion of proposals to the 
CO;JNCIL Ohio Arts Council as announced in the Janu­
DEADLINE ary Research News has been established for 
February 15 for 1972 program:-:;. These 
grants are on a matching-fund basis. There are certain 11mini-grants 11 for 
sm.1.ller projects of $500 or less. 
ENVIRON_\1 ENTAL President Nixon has called for block grants 
STUDIES to universities for environmental studies. 
The program would be similar to that for 
agricultural studies in the land-grant schools. The other recommendations 
of the report prepared by the Office of Science and Technology, "Protecting 
the Environment in the Light of Population Increase, 11 were also approved. 
These proposals include the development of plans for global environmental 
mnnitoring, strengthened international agreements for weather forecasting 
networks, and the development of international air and water quality stand­
ards. 
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c0:1 ~.il.ESS CLEARS HEW/LABOR/OEO A FY 1971 appropriation bill totaling $18.96 billion for the 
FY 1971 EUDGET FOR PRESIDENT: Departments of Labor, Health-Education-Welfare, and the Office 
UP $2.5 BILLION FROM FY 1970 of Economic Opportunity (H.R. 18515) clc~ rc~ the 9lst Congress 
just be fore adj ou rnrnent and 11ow l-i ?....; ~he President i a I s i g­
n~ture. The measure represents a $2. 5 billion increase over funds appropriated for comparable 
pul'poses in FY 1970. A breakdown of major budget it~~s by administering agency follows: 
AGENCY ~ND PROGRAM FY 1970 LEVEL FY l97i APP ROPRIATION 
Department of Labor 
·--:t:i.2 n~~-11:1c rTra in i ng Activities 
Job Opportunities in Business (OJT) 
Ccncentrated Employment Program 
Public Service Careers 
Operation Mainstream 
Job Corps 
.Experirncnt.:.J Demonstration and Research 

.Planr.ing, Research and Evaluation 

U.S. Depart~ent of Health, Education and Welfare 
- .Food and Drug Administration 
.Environmental Health Service 
.Health Services and Mental Health Administration 
National lnstitute,_of Mental Health 
Research 
Manpower Development 
State and Community Programs 
Conprchensive Health Planning/Services 
Health Services Research and Development 
Maternal and Child Health 
Regional Medical Programs 
.rlational Institutes of Health 
National Cancer Institute 
llational Heart and Lung Institute 
National Institute of Dental Research 
Nat'l Inst. of l\rthritis and Metabolic Diseases 
Nat' 1 Inst. of Neurological Diseases and Stroke 
Nat'l Inst. of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 
Nat'l Inst. of General Medical Sciences 
Nat'l Inst. of Child Health and Human Develop. 
flatlonal Eye Institute 
National Inst. of Environmental Health Sciences 
Health Manpower 
Institutional Support 
Student Assistance 
Health Education, Research, Library Facilities 
.Social and Rehabilitation Service 

Public Assistance Research and Training 

Work Incentives 

Rehabilitation Services and Facilities 

Programs for the Aging 

State Grants 
Foster Grandparent Program 
Research and Training 
~etired Senior Volunteer Program 
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control 
SRS Research and Training 
.Social Security Administration 
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$1 ,455,027,400 
229,608,000 
199,000,000 
96,000,000 
41 ,000,000 
170,200,000 
19,709,000 
3,896,900 
81 ,617,500 
161,187,000 
353,556,000 
111 ,206 ,000 
· 123,969,000 
90,378,000 
207,916,000 
42,474,000 
224,581 ,000 
41 ,301 ,000 
181,332,000 
161 ,049 ,000 
28,860,000 
132 ,091 ,000 
96,320,000 
98,231 ,000 
148,309,000 
76,221 ,000 
23,892,000 
17,730,000 
213,604,000 
128,859,000 
67,999,000 
126,100,000 
8,292,119,500 
16,980,000 
102,000,000 
497,268,000 
27,759,000 
13,000,000 
8,817,000 
5,942,000 
-o­
l 0, 000, 000 
69,923,000 
2,021,814,000 
$1,504'794 ,000 
260,000,000 
192,440,000 
126. 600. 000 
38,800,COO 
170,390,000 
19,769,000 
4, 141,400 
89,549,ooa 
170,717,000 
379,516,000 
116,989,000 
122 ,02 ! ,oco 
108,439,000 
2117, 178 .ooo 
57,403,000 
255,659,000 
43,938,000 
230,383,0CiO 
193,479,000 
35,257,0CC 
138,339,000 
105,807,000 
102,249,000 
166,072,COO 
94,436,0CO
30,986,ooo 
20,520,00I) 
275,934,ooo 
159,666,000 
97,880,000 
141.,100,000. 
9,483,492,000 
17,080,000 
98,000,000 
570~390,000 
33,650,000 
15,200,000 
10,500,000 
7,450,000 
500,000 
15,000,000 
76,435,000 
2,599,886,000 
FY 1970 LEVEL FY 1971 APPROPRIATIONAGENCY AND PROGRAM 
Office of Economic Opportunity 
Research, Development and Evaluation 
Health and Nutrition Programs 
Legal 	 Services Program 
Community Action Operations 
Special Impact Programs 
Migrant Program 
VISTA 
Head 	 Start 
Fol low Through 
Rural 	 Loan Program (Economic Development) 
1 , 191 '100'000 
75,600,000 
155,200,000 
53,800,000 
382,100,000 
36,800,000 
30,900,000 
35,000,000 
326,000,000 
70,300,000 
9,400,000 
1,323,400,000 
114,600,000 
195,300,000 
61 ,400,000 
388,600,000 
37 , 100,000 
35,500,000 
36,500,000 
360,000,000 
69,000,900 
9,400,000 
Source: Congressional Record, December 30, 1970, pp. S 21511-21519. 
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED The report cites several areas of research that 
TASK FORCE REPORT may be of interest to higher education personnel 
A few of these have been selected for your re­
view: 
1. 	 Increased support of birth control research. 
2. 	 Increase in re sources to support re sear.ch, training, com­
munity-based treatment facilities, and public education to 
combat drug abuse and alcoholism. 
3. 	 Special education programs an-::1 services in public schools. 
4. 	 Continuation of the National Institute of M·~ntal Health for 
research, training, and services. 
5. 	 A progra·m to train state and local government officials in the 
planning and administration of programs for the mentally 
handicapped. 
6. 	 Increase in research funds for studies into the cause and 
treatment of mental illness and retardation. 
'7. 	 Office of Education attention to the is sues of learning dis ­
ability, the biomedical aspects of learning, and educational 
methodology. 
8. 	 Increased resources for biom~tric and epidemiological re­
search purposes in the field of mental disability. 
Before it's too late! One miniskirted co-ed to another, "You take the elevator 
if you want. I'm going to take the stares. 11 
11 

AIR FORCE OFFICE OF The U. S. Air Force provides grants 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
for basic research. A brochure de -
tailing the procedures for submitting 
an unsolicited research proposal is available in the Office of Research De­
velopment. 
Selection of re search proposals for support is based on original­
ity, significance to science, scientific co·mpetence of the investigator, and 
the appropriateness of the proposed research for Air Force sponsorship. 
Areas of support are in chemistry; mathe·matics; engineering sciences of 
electronics, mechanics and energy conversion; general, nuclear, and solid 
state physics; geophysics an:l astronomy-astrophysics; and the behavioral, 
biological, and information sciences. 
Proposals (unsolicited) may be submitted at any tim~. Prior 
discussion with AFOSR may be beneficial to the proposer before writing the 
formal proposal for submission. 
INTERGOVERNMENT PERSONNEL Professional, administrative, and 
FELLOWSHIPS technical employees of state and 
local governments are eligible to 
receive these government service fellowships for up to two years of full ­
time graduate level study at educational institutions. These fellowships 
will be awarded through the U. S. Civil Service Commission via the various 
government agencies. An institutional allowance is provided in amounts 
comparable to other federal programs. 
DMVC Dr. Armstrong of the Dayton M :i ami Valley 
DATA BANK Consortiu·m has asked our cooperation in 
building up the Data Bank of information on 
faculty and administrative personnel at Wright State University. It is quite 
apparent from the print out of data that great numbers of WSU personnel are 
not included in the data bank. It appears that none of the new faculty of the 
last two years has been included. They probably haven't been solicited by 
questionnaire for information to be stored in the system. 
Perhaps older mc'!mbers of the faculty have not been included as 
a result of their neglect in returning the questionnaires. Some may not 
wish to reveal the information requested. Dr. Armstrong indicates this is 
not a means of providing mailing lists to agency requests, but is basic to 
the best interests of the Consortium and mP-mbers whose data are recorded 
in the memory storage facilities. 
Questionnaire forms will soon be available in the Office of Re­
search Development. 
The poor groundhog has a woodchuck's body and an old 
wives' tale. . ••••• Harold Coffin 
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SUMMER FACULTY The National Aeronautics and Space Administra­
FEL LOWSIDPS tion and the American Society of Engineering 
Education are announcing their sumrnt"! r insti ­
tutes as follows: 
EE_gineering Systems Design ­
1. 	 Systemfl design employing space age ·mC:1.terials and tech­
nology for future housing and environment - June 7 ­
August 20 - Marshall Space Flight Center, Auburn Univ. 
2. 	 Design study of a radio astronomy and space research fa­
cility consisting of a very large aperture antenna system 
and associated equipment - June 14 - August 27 - Ames 
Research Center, Stanford University. 
3. 	 A systems design approach to the problems of water qual­
ity and pollution abatement in rivers and estuaries: 
James River system to be the national river basin and 
estuary test site - June 7 - August 20 - Langley Research 
Center, Old Dominion University. 
4. 	 Design of system-interaction of space shuttle and space 
station - June 7 - August 20 - Manned Spacecraft Center, 
University of Houston - Rice University. 
Aer_g~.~~!~cs and Space Research ­
1. 	 The research programs include com1nunication and tele­
m1:"!try, computers, quantum t"!lectronics, antennas, auto­
matic control, and space science. June 14 - August 20 ­
Goddard Space Flight Center, University of Maryland-­
The Catholic University of America. 
2. 	 Research in aero-astro-dynamics, astrionics, computa­
tion and space sciences, and other basic and applied dis­
ciplines. June 7 - August 13 - Marshall Space Flight 
Center, University of Alabma-Auburn University. 
3. 	 Research and technology in space environme nt systems 
evaluation and developmP-nt, crew systems, space tech­
nology, space science, and engineering design. June 7 ­
August 13. M a nned Spacecraft Center, University of 
Houston-Texas A & M University. 
4. 	 Research opportunities encompass aerodynamics, struc­
tures, materials, operating problems, fluid mechanics, 
mechanics of flight, energy conversion, and space environ­
mental physics - June 8 - Aug. 13 - Langley Research 
Center-Old Dominion University. (continued on next page) 
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5. 	 All aspects of research and advanced technology related 
to propulsion from air-breathing engines and chemical 
rockets to nuclear and electro magnetic rockets, and to 
power generation from Brayton to Rankine cycle turbo­
generators and direct energy conversion devices to 
solar cells, fuel cells, and thermionic and magnetohydro­
dynamic generators. - June 14 - August 20 - Lewis Re­
search Laboratories, Case W,3stern Reserve University. 
6. 	 Research opportunities encompass aerodynamics struct­
ures, materials, heat transfers, thermodynamics, 
energy conversion, and space environmental physics. ­
June 21 - Aagust 27 - Ames Research Center, Stanford, 
University. 
Deadline for application is March 1, 19 71._ Forms are available 
from: Mr. F. X. Bradley, Jr., American Society for Engineering Education, 
Suite 400, One Dupont Circle , Washington, D. C. 20036. 
Stipends are intended to m e et the salary of the participant, but will 
not c•xcced $275 per week for ESD, or $250 per week for ASR. Travel allow­
ance will be paid. There ar e 80 ESD and 150 first-year ASR fellowships to 
be awarded. 
SUMMER An Environmental Chemistry and Geochem-
RESEARCH istry sumtner research program for under­
graduate chemistry majors is being con­
ducted at Laumont-D0herty Geophysical Observatory of Columbia University. 
Research opportunities in chemical studies of air and water pollution; geo­
chemical and isotopic studies of the ocean, ocean sediments and/ or rocks. 
$1200 stipend for three months. Contact: Ja·mes R. Laurence at LDGO, 
Palisades, New York 10964. 
-·­'•' 
Put a woma.n in a pants suit- and watch her beam with 
delight. 
Economics? Economists are still trying to figure out 
why the girl with the least principle frequently draws 
the most interest. 
PLAGIARISM 	 The Research News editor wants it to be 
known that the "space-fillers 11 used in con­
junction with the more serious aspects of the purpose of these notes are not 
entirely original. Comments from here, there, and yonder which seem 
appropriate may be stated slightly differently than originally quoted so they 
cannot be used as direct quotes in such manner as to give credit to the orig­
inator. Some are direct plagiarism. I hope, as one person has remarked, 
that they tend to add a little flavor to the more serious content of R. N. 
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A selected list of major F~LL_9WSHLP._ O?PORTUNITIES and aids to advanced 
education for U. S. Citizens (September 19 70 Edition): 
Ame rican Institute of Architects Undergraduate Scholarships 
Atomk Energy C0m1ni.ssion Sum1ner Student Trainee Program 
National Achievement Scholarship Program for Outstanding Negro Students 
National M1~ rit Scholarship Program 
National Science Foundation 
Rotary .Foundation Undergraduate Scholarships 
Society of Exploration G~ophysicists (SEG) Foundation 
Hattie M , Strong Foundation (upper division) 
U. 	S. Office of Education: 
Student Loan Program 
Educational Opportunity Grants 
Guaranteed Loans 
College Work-Study Program 
Mr.)dern Foreign L:i.nguage Undergraduate Fellowship Program ·­
NDEA Title VI 
U. 	S. Public Health Service: 
Nursing Scholarship Program 
Nursing Student Loan Program 
Westinghouse Science Talent Search 
W!1ite House Fellows Program 
Graduate 
Alliance Francaise de New York Scholarships - France 

Ame rican Association of University Women Educational Foundation Fellow­

ships 
Am ~ rican Foundation for Pharma..ceutical Education Fellowships 
Ame rican Institute of Architects: 
Graduate Scholarships 

Post Graduate Fellowships 

Ame rican Institute of Indian Studie s: 
Junior Fellowships 
Language Study Fellowships 
Ame rican Political Science Association Congressional Fellowships 
Atomic Ene r gy Com1ni.ssion 
A E C L a boratory Graduate Fellowships 
A EC Trainee ship for Graduate Students in Nuclear Engineering 
Special Fellowships in Nuclear Science and Engineering 
Sp e cial Fellow ships in Radiation Science and Protection 
Resear c h Participation Program 
Continental Oil Company Fellowships 
(continued on next page) 
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The Danforth Foundation: 
Graduate Fellowships 
Graduate Fellowships for Women 
Kent Fellowships 
Postgraduate Black Studies Fellowships 
East-West Center: Scholarships and Senior Specialist Awards 
Fight for Sight Student Fellowships of the National Council to Combat Blind­
ness 
Folger Library Fellowships: 
Dissertation Fellowships 
Short-Term Fellowships (Sum:-ner Fellowships included) 
Ford Foundation Doctoral Fellowships 
Foreign Area Fellowship Program 
Fannie and John Hertz Foundation Fellowships 
Hughes Aircraft Company Fellowships: 
Doctoral Fellowships 

Engineer Degree Fellowships 

Masters Fellowships 

Institute of International Education 
International Research and Exchanges Board (!REX) Exchange Programs with 
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union 
Latin American Teaching Fellowships 
Marshall Scholarships 
National Science Foundation: 
Graduate Fellowships 

Graduate Traineeships 

Science Faculty Fellowships 

National Science Foundation: 
Research Participation for College Teachers 
Sumrner Institutes for College Teachers 
Short Courses for College Teachers 
National Wildlife Federation Fellowships 
The State of New York 
New York State Herbert H. Lehman Fellowships in the Social Sciences 
and Public and International Affairs 
All others restricted to New York State residents under the New York 
State Regents Programa 
Oak Ridge Graduate Fellowships 
Organization of Ame rican States (OAS) Fellowships 
Population Council Fellowships in Demography 
Resources for the Future Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships 
The Rhodes Scholarships » 
Rotary Foundation Graduate Fellowships 
Smithsonian Institution Visiting Research Associate Program 
Social Science Research Council Research Training Fellowships 
Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) Foundation 
Southern Fellowships Fund 
Hattie M . Strong Fo'.lndation 
(continued next page) 
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U. 	 S. Office of Education: 
Graduate Fellowship Program - NDEA Title IV 
Modern Foreign Language and Area Study Programs 
Graduate Fellowship Program - NDEA Title VI 
Graduate Fellowship Program - Fulbright -Hays, Section 102(b)(6} 
Faculty Research/ Study Program - Fulbright-Hays, Section 102(b)(6} 
Higher Education Personnel Fellowship Program (Education Pro­
fessions Development Act, Part E} 

Student Loan Program 

Guaranteed Loans 

College Work-Study Program 

U. 	 S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD} Graduate Fellow­
ships in City Planning and Urban Studies 
U. 	 S. Department of the Interior, Federal Water Pollution Control Admin­
istration Research Fellowships 
U. 	S. Public Health Service 
Health Professions Scholarship Program 
Health Professions Student Loan Program 
Nursing Scholarship Program 
l\fi.1rsing Student Loan Program 
TJ. S. D0partment of State, Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs 
United States Steel Corporation Fellowships 
United States Steel Foundation Fellow ships 
White House Fellows Program 
.T ohn Hay Whitney Foundation Opportunity Fellowships 
Woodrow Wilson International C<:!nter for Scholars 
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation: 
First Year Graduate Study 
D:..ssertation Fellowships 
Martin Luther King, Jr., Fellowship for Graduate and Professional 
Study 
Postdoctoral 
Alliance Francaise de New York Scholarships - France 
American Association of University Women Educational Foundation Fellow­
ships 
American Cancer Society: 
Postdoctoral Fellowships 
Postdoctoral Research Fellowships 
Am(~ rican Council of Learned Societies 
Ame rican Heart Association: 
Established Investigatorships 
British-American Research Fellowships 
Visiting Scientist Program 
American HP.art Association - Affiliates and Chapters 
(continued next page} 
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American Institute of Indian Studies: 
Faculty Research Fellowships 
Faculty Training and Library Service Fellowships 
The Arthritis Foundation: 
Postdoctoral Re search Fellowships 
Senior Investigative Awards 
Clinical Scholar Awards 
Atomic Energy Comrnission Research Participation Program 
The Danforth Foundation Postgraduate Black Studies Fellowships 
East-West Center Senior Specialist Awards 
Fight for Sight Postdoctoral Research Fellowships of the National Council to 
Combat Blindness 
Folger Li.brary Fellowships: 
Senior Fellowships 
Short Term Fellowships (Sum·mer Fellowships included) 
Ford Foundation Faculty Fellowships for Research in Economics, Political 
Science, and Sociology 
Fulbright-Hays Program 
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowships 
Institute for Advanced Study 
International Research and Exchange Board (IREX} Exchange Programs with 
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union 
Labor Foundation Research Awards 
Medical Research Council of Canada Fellowships - Canada 
National Aeronautics and Space Admjnistration (NASA) Postdoctoral and 
Senior Postdoctoral Resident Research Associateships: 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, New York 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama 
National Endowment for the Humanities 
National Institutes of Health: 
Research Career Development Awards 
Postdoctoral and Special Fellowships 
National Research Council of Canada Postdoctorate Fellowships 
National Science Foundation: 
Senior Postdoctoral Fellowships 
Postdoctoral Fellowships 
Science Faculty Fellowships 
National Science Foundation: 
Research Participation for College Teachers 
Sum.m e r Institutes for College Teachers 
Short Courses for College Teachers 
(continued next page) 
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National Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association Fellowships: 
Training Fellowships and Postdoctoral Fellowships 
Edward Li.vingston Trudeau Fellowships 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO): 
Postdoctoral Fellowships in Science 
Senior Fellowships in Science 
N RC Poatdoctoral Research As sociateships: 
Agricultural Research Service 
Benet Research and Engineering Laboratories, Watervliet Arsenal, 
Watervliet, New York 
Bureau of M.ines 
Food and Drug Adm.inistration, Washington, D. C. 
National Bureau of Standards, W:lshington, D. C. area and Boulder, 
Colorado 
Naval Bureau of Medicine and Surgery 
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Springs, Maryland 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California 
Naval Underseas Research and Development Center, San Diego, 
California 

Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California 

U. S. 	G~ological Survey 
N RC Resident Research Associate ships (Postdoctoral and Senior Postdoctoral): 
Air Force Systems Comrnand 
Environmental Science Services Administration (ESSA) 
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C. 
Nuclear Effects Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 
U. 	S. Army Materials and M 0echanics Re search Center, Watertown, 
Massachusetts 
U. S. 	Arm'/ Munitions Command, Feltman Research Laboratories, 
Do·.rer, N1~w Jersey 
Organization of Arnf~dca11. S:-ates (OAS) Fellowships 
James Picker Foundatio:i. 
Population Council Fellowships in Demography 
Postdoctoral Fellowships for Behavioral Scientists 
Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research Postdoctoral 
Fellowships 
Damc..1. Runyo::i Cancer Research Postdoctoral Fellowships 
Scientific Exchanges with the USSR and Eastern Europe 
Smithso:i.ian Institution Visiting Postdoctoral Research .Associate Program 
Social Science Research Council Research Training Fellowship3 
U . 	 S. Office of E<lucatioil: Modern Fo:rcig:i Language and Area Study 

Program - Faculty 

R~search/ Study Program - Fulbdght-Hays, Section 102 (b)(6) 

Highe r Erlucation Perso::inel Fellowships Program (Education Pro­
fessi.ons Developm1::nt Act, Part E) 
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Studen_!:_~-~~ Pro&!~: 
Guaranteed Loans 
Alexander van Humboldt Foundation 
Fellowships - Germany and West 
Berlin 
White House Fellows Program 
He·len Hay Whitney Foundation Re­
search Fdlowships 
Woodrow Wilson International 
Center for Scholars 
************ 
R1..:s~.~... ~cH PARTICIPATION 
FOR 
COLLi=GE TEACHERS-1971 
Th~u;h its program of Research Participation 
fc· r College Teach,;rs the National Scien..:e Founda­
tic1;1 is provid ing opp0rtunities for college faculty 
'. '.~e r:ibcrs to gain resc:.1rch experience during the 
s:;;:::n::r of 1971. Tc:ichers with adequate subject­
::;2rter kn c,wlcdge, but a limited opportunity for 
r2s::1rch during the :ic:iuc111ic year, h:iw a chance 
to ob tain the stimulation and identity with science 
that only r·:search experience can provide. 
Coll~ge teachers Jt both the preJoch1ral and 
post<l0ctoral levels are eligible. TI1e doctoral de­
gree should be in an area of science. engin.:>ering, 
or mathematics. A inasler's degree in :i ~cientific 
!!eld is the minimum academic requirement for 
i-'articipation. 
Directors of Res.::arch Participation projects 
h:iw been authorized to nominate selected partici­
p:m:s to 1eceive Academic Year Extensions. E:ich 
oi th;:se :iwards is intended to encourage the sum­
mer participant to continue his research in the en­
s;.: ir.g two 3cademic years. For each Academic 
Year Exter.sion, a grant of $2,000 is made to the 
hcir.ie institution of the selected nominee . At least 
S l ,SOO of those funds :.Ht> to be :ipplicd directly in 
support of the nominee's research. Tih! remaining 
$500 may be u ~e <l by :he h0me ins1i1u1ilin to pro­
vii.ie :iddi1ional support for the n,1minee's rese:irch 
or in other ways to strengthen the institution's 
activities in the ~cie1h·es. An Al·:idemic Year Ex­
tension recipient may agJin participate in a subse­
quent summer program provided that he returns to 
the same prog1am and institution and, when there, 
continues to work on the same research problem 
or on an associated broader problem. He is not 
eligible to receive a second Academic Year Exten­
sion while his previous one is active, however. Full 
details on these matters arc aYai!Jble from the 
summer Project Directors. 
In what follows, the three programs are t:iken 
up individually. A separate introduction for each 
program describes briefly the features peculiar to 
that program, and this is then followed by the list 
of projects. For each project the number of open­
ings for participants is indicated. Except for proj­
ects in the Research Participation Program this 
information :ippears in parentheses following the 
corresponding entry. Openings are coded as C, JC, 
TI, or RT to refer :o openings for teachers in col­
1:-ges or un;versities, teachers in junior or commu­
nity colleges, teachers in technical institutes, and 
teacher-candidates retiring from nonteaching 
careers, respectively. In the running heads on the 
following pages, the codes RP, SI, and SC refer to 
the progrr.ms of Res~arch Participation for College 
Teachers, Summer Imtitutcs for College Te:ichers, 
and Short Courses for Colleg~ T~achers, respec­
tively. 
Another program of interest to coll<>ge teach­
ers is the Science F;iculty Fellowship Program, 
administered by the Division of Gr.iduate Edu.::a­
tion in Science. These fel10wships are for te:ic:1ers 
of science, mathem:itics, or engi neering, wi th at 
least 3 years of experience in full-time tc:iching at 
the collegiate level. :More detailed inform:ition 
:ibout this program may be obt:i iii.·d by writing to 
the Division of Graduate Educati0n in Science, 
:;-fat iorn~l Science Fl'Und:it ion, \\':i~hingt •'tl. D.C. 
20550. 
SUMMER INSTITUTES FOR 

COLLEGE TEACHERS-1971 

Summer Institutes generally offer work at an 
advanced level in courses th:H are often spcl·i:illy 
designed for Institute partic ipants. R;rnging in du­
ration from 4 to 12 weeks, thcs~ In~tilutes offer 
the chance to explore in depth a particubr subje~·t 
area that may have become espccial!y signific·:int 
for the reorganiz:ition and strengthl'llins of tht· 
college curriculum. FinanciJI assistance from the 
National Science Foundation makes possible the 
attendance of many college teachers who WL)ulJ 
otherwise need to supplement their inc::ime from 
summer occupations. 
Priority an:ong applic:rnts with comp;irnbk 
and suitable qualifications will be given to those 
applicants who ha,·e not recently receivcu stipends 
in Institute projects. Teachers who h~,·e 3lready 
participated in several Institutes or Short Courses 
may be accepted by Institute Directors in addi­
tional Institutes on a tuition-free, no-stiper:d basis. 
SHORT COURSES FOR 
COLLEGE TEACHERS-1971 
Short Courses for College Teachers ar.: under 
the direction of creative resear.:h sciencists who 
pro,·ide sp:?cialized short-term 1m1gra:ns covering 
advances in selected 3rea~ of their fidds . They are 
scheduled at speci:ii times wh:ch are convenient 
for college teachers, such as early or late summer 
or even during the :icademic year. The Found:ition 
grant to each institution stipul<!tes exemption 
from tuition and fees for the teacher-parti t:i pants. 
No dependency allow:mc'es are included in this 
program: in other re~pects 5'.lb\·en tions to partici· 
pants are the s:ime JS in the R.cs~·Jrch Pai tic"ip:ition 
Program :ind the Summer In~titutes Pwgr:1m. 
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J'JAr!ON D,L sc1:.::'JCE FOUi\lD/\TION 
DlRt:CTOi1Y OF 
.. 
Rs~.earch Purticipation Projects, 1nstitut~s, 
<md Siiort Courses for Summer 1971 
'3l:i,IERAL INTRODUCTION 
The three programs tisi.~tl by name on the 
front cover of this Directory arc currently adminis­
tered by the N:1ti01•al Science Foundation under 
the general title of College fracl1a Programs. 
They were created !o strengthen the subject· 
matter competence of college teachers of science, 
mathematics, and engineering, in recognition of 
the key role played by these teachers in developing 
our nation's scientific capabilities. TI1e individual 
projects in these programs respond to the generally 
recog11ized need of bringing recently acquired 
kno\\•ledge in science to the college teacher in a 
well-articulated form. It is 1101 intended that par· 
ticipation in these projects can t;ike the place of 
the participant's initial preparation through regular 
graduate work. 
College teachers are invited to write to indi­
vidual dire;.;tors to ask for copies of the special 
brochures describing th~ projects that interest 
them. These brochures give information on the de­
tails of the research involvement or the instruc­
tiunal program as the case may be: they also give 
information on such details as housing, meals, and 
related costs. 
In general, with respect to the programs dis­
cussed in this Directory, college teachers of the 
biological, physical, and social sciences, mathe­
matics, and engineering-in universities, liberal arts 
colleges, teachers colleges, engineering schools, 
technical schools, community colleges, and junior 
colleges-are eligible to receive stipends to p:Htici­
pate in those projects for which stipends are auth­
orized. In all programs the selection of participants 
is the responsibility of the Project Director, acting 
within. the national eligibility requirements and 
within the frequently more special requirements 
m:.ide necessary by the nature of a given project. ln 
selecting individu<1ls for particip:1tion and other­
wise in the administration of the project. the Proj­
cct Di·cct..r anJ the hc; t : n~1i1uti1 1 1, will 11t'I dis· 
.:rin1i1 ;1tc hcc:rnsL' of the r:ic·.:-. 1 rt'cd. ct1l 11r, or 
,. :,; iord 1'ri1;in of :my 2pµlic:int or p.11 I ic·ipant. 
Ap;,! ications 
,\ll inquiries about specific pr11jects, anJ all 
rt'quests for brochures and app(ii·atio11 forms, 
should be sent to ihe ~ppropri:itc Project Dircctnrs 
at the addresses list.:-J in this Direch~ry, anJ NOT 
to the :'\a1iorul Scirnce Foundation. For answers 
to questions of eligibility to participate in a partic­
ular project, the ai;plican! should always consult 
the director of that project, who may in some in­
stances accept an applic:i:rt ·.•;i;h the undcrst:inding 
he will be awarded a p3rti'.!! stipend, or none. 
In these programs each application for partici­
p:ition must be nude by filling out a form referred 
to as an Applicant !11formaiio11 Shei!t. All :idmis­
sions will be administered by the colle~cs and uni­
versities involved, according to their individual 
req'Jirements. The National Science Foundation 
lk0es not select the participants, and does not pro· 
\"ide infonn:nion :iboui criteria of selection relative 
to srecific projects beyond what is explicitly or 
implicitly indicated by the corresponding Direc­
toiy entries given herein. Tr3nscripts of credits and 
letters of reference are not required by most Proj­
ect Direc tors and should be sent only to those who 
request them. 
The completed Applic~nt Information Sheet 
is to be mailed to the director of the project to 
·\\hich application is being made. In all of these 
programs the individual di~ectors set closing dates 
for applying, and also determine how much time 
an invited applicant may have in which to decide 
whether he will or will not accept the invitation. 
Applicants offered the opportunity to participate 
in any of the~e pro.grams should bear in rrjnd that 
Prnj<'cl Directors invariably have lists of alternates, 
and that it is helpful to directors and their alter­
nJtcs when initially selected applicants inform the 
directors as soon as possible w:1ether they are or 
are not accepting the places offered them. Similar­
ly, v;h<·:1 :rn applic:mt is offe~ed ::lternate status, he 
~lwu\cl immediately notify the Proje-::t Director if 
he does not wish to be considered as an alternate 
or if he :h·cepts a stipend elsewhere. 
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Stipends ~:: :l .L\l!ovnrnc2s 
In :1-:l°eiJt ing ::n :ippnin imc'lli :i s :i p:11 ticip:mt 
in 1.1ne ~)f I h·~ proycts cti::durlcd in ihc'SC pro­
gr:rms, :m individtial ::d.:no1\kt1:;cs hi~ inknt to 
:~;iriicip.:te to t!1c lull cx1-:-nt 1.1f his :ibilities, and 
his oblig.:Li·m to act in good f~ith \\ iih lt'Spect to 
.111 fin:rn-:ial ~upport \\ hid1 is pro\·idt•d. Stipends 
and ~llowa1Ees which :ire gr;:::tcd w him :ire for 
the ~p.:1:ific purpose of p;i1 ti.:ip:u i:ig for the full 
p~ril'U of the project. 
This Directory rat~logs l 1: d;ffcr,'ilt pr1.,ji:cts 
calling for the participati1m of owr 3,.200 col!ege 
te:ichers in the summer of 1971. Seventy-one, with 
pb..::cs for St,me 400 p3rti..:ip311ts arc in the Re­
se:ar..::h P:.i r( il' ipation Program. Sixty-six .ire Sum­
nwr Institutes with over I ,S50 phiccs; 35 ate Short 
Cour~cs with ncaily 1,000 places. 
For these proje..:ts, the Foundation grant 
co\•crs the cost of instruction and stipends to de­
fray living costs for teachers d<!ring the period of 
participation. StipenJs are made avail:lble in 
amounis not to exce.:d 575 per week for pre­
doctoral p:irticip:ints and in amounts not to 
exceed SI 00 per wed:. for postdoctoral partici­
pants. In all cases fr:ictional pans of a \\-CCk are 
calculated <it a daily r:ite not to exceed SIS: Re­
duced stipends may be ~nntctl by Project Direc­
tors in individual ca~cs, ;;nd 1lirectors h:ive been 
instructed to offer reduc-:'d srirends to p:irticipants 
who live at home during the p~oject period. 
A rn:.iximum aliowance of S15 per week may 
be provided for each dependent of a participant in 
the Research PJrticipation Program :ind the Sum­
mer Institutes Program, but not in the Short 
Courses Program. Jn computing the number of 
dependency allowances, one :?IJow::ince may be 
provided for the particip:int's spouse if the income 
of the spouse is less than 5600 per year, and one 
allowance may be pro\·ided for each additional 
dependent allowable as an exemption under Fed­
eral income tax regulat:ons, except that the total 
number of :illowances may not exceed four. 
Each particip:inr may be paid a tr:!vel allow­
ance. In no case will this exceed Sc per mile for 
the round trip from home to p;oject and back. In 
the usual case the total tra\·el allowance will not 
exceed SI :?O; this limit may be exceeded only in 
the c~::e of parti.:ip.1r.ts ic-'..fr1g \\ itl1in tk -:1.111ti­
ncnt :li!d J(tcndi tig a prc'jc;t concu;:,'j \':;!lh'llt, 
ur rc"1ding \'."ithcut JilJ :!tL..'nC;:ig '.'.i~hin. 
!NTERDISCl:-'LINARY SCI ENCE 
(Research Participation)~ R.P 
:-\retie Institute of North America, 1619 New S. I.: Summe r Institutev 5,r.Hampshire Avenue NW., \V:Jshington, D.C. S. C. : Short Course 
20009 
For c:ollege and junior college teachers of Earth 
Sciences; June 6-September 5; 6 predoctoral 
te3chers. Field projects available in Glaciology, 
:\kteorology, Geology, Biology, and Archeology in 
the St. Elias !\fountains, Yukon Territory, Canada. 
.Hr. Richard JI. Ragle, Icefield Ranges Research 
Project. 
Uni\·ersity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302 
For college and junior college teachers of Ecology 
or Geology; June 14-August 20; 3 predoctoral 
and 3 postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
;\lountain Ecology, with special projects in Geo­
morphology, Glaciology, Climatology, Plant and 
Animal Ecology, and Hydrology. Dr. Jack D. Ives, 
Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research. 
U.1ivcrsity of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
For college and junior college teachers of Biology, 
Chemistry, or Earth Sciences; June 21-August 27; 
2 predoctoral and 4 postdoctoral teachers. Projects 
av:iibble in environmental pollution in Hawaii . Dr. 
f!11rry Zeitlin, Department of Chemistry. 
Uni\·ersity of Miami, Miami, Florida 33149 
For .:ullege teachers of !\brine Biology or Ocean­
ography; June 8-September 1; 2 predoctoral and 
-l postdoctoral teachers. Projects avaibble in phys­
i-::il o-:c:111ogr;iphy, ocean engineering, primary and 
secondary productivity, larval fish taxonomy and 
biology, systematics of fishes, and parnsitology of 
fishes. Dr. Ed1vi11 S. Iversen, Rosenstiel School of 
~brine and Atmospheric Sciences, University of 
~li3mi and Dr. Albert C. Jones, Tropical Atlantic 
Biological Laboratory. 
UniYersity of ~1issouri, Rolla, l'.tissouri 65401 
For college teac:hers of Chemistry or Physics: June 
7-Aug~ist 27: 2 predoctoral and 5 postdoctoral 
teachers. Projects available in Polymer and Electro· 
che:nistry, Solid State Physics, Cryst:illography, 
Ceramics. and Radiation and Chemical Physics. Dr. 
Otto II. J!ill, Gr:iduate Center for Materials Re­
-~ - - -L 
University of Oklahoma. Norman, Oklahoma 
73069 
For co!!ege and junior college teachers of Chemis­
try, Biology, or Engineering; June 5-August 2; 5 
predoctoral and 1 postdoctoral teachers. Projects 
available in radioactive tracers in water analysis, 
effects on process design of adding enzymes, rate 
of photosynthesis versus respiration, mixing in an 
aeration basin, and reaction kinetics in solid waste 
disposal. (Supported jointly with the Atomic 
Energy Commission) Dr. George W. Reid and Dr. 
Edwin H. Klehr, School of Civil Engineering and 
Environmental Science. 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 
12181 
For college teachers of Chemistry or Environmen­
tal Engineering; July 5-August 27; 2 predoctoral 
and 3 postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
Environmental Engineering and Limno!ogy. Dr. 
Donald B. . A11le11baclz, Department of Environ­
n-.ental Engineering. 
S::racuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210 
For cv!lege :ind junior college teachers of Physical 
Scien-:<'~ or Engineering; June 7 August 27; 1 pre­
doc toral and 4 postdoctoral teachers. Prnjects 
a·;aibble in Solid State Science relating properties 
of materials to their structure ai;d environment. 
Dr. Richard W. Vook, Dep:irtment of Chemical 
Engineering :lnd Metallurgy. 
Texus T cchnological University, Lubbock, Texas 
79-l09 
For .:ollege and junior college teachers of Engi­
n.:'ering or Physics: \fay 31-August 23; 2 predoc­
tor:il :ind 2 p,1stdoctoral teachers. Projects avail­
:ible in Cohaei:t Optics, Solid State Science and 
Techr.0logy. L!scr Physics. and Controlled Ther· 
1i1l'm1Ll,:-:1r Ft:~i,1n. Dr. J!mio11 0. !!ogler, Depart· 
ment of Elet.:tric:1l Engineering. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE 
C:itholic University of America, Washington, D.C. 
20017 
Topics in rhe Sociology, History, and Philosophy 
of Science; June 14-July 23. For teachers of 
Science or Mathematics. Interdisciplinary ap­
p1 L'-'cl1es to the solution of conk1npor:iry prob­
le:::5. especially those arising in the Life. En\·iron­
n:c-nt:il. anJ Social Sc ;ences. Dr. Raymond J. 
S-: t'6r?r, School of Philosophy. (30 C) 
Co!or:ido St:ite University, Fort Col: ins, Colorado 
S05:::!1 
Field Bidogy; Jur.e 14- July '24. For teachers of 
General Science, Biology, or Earth S.:iences. An 
:ippro:ich to Botany, Zoology, Ecology, and 
Geology \\'hich integrates these fii>lds through 
study of their interrelationships oc.::urring in the 
n:itural state. Dr. J. Fvrbes .llcCldl1111. D,'partment 
of Zoology. (3 C, 2-l JC, 3 RT) 
UniYersity of Cclor:ido, Boulder. Colorado 80302 
Man:igement Science and Operations Res~arch; 
June 14-July 16. For teachers of ~langement 
Science, Operations Research, Applied Mathe­
m:itics, Industrial Engineering, Statistics, Econom­
ics. Hospital and Health Administrat ion, or related 
fields. Theory and application of the methods of 
~bnagement Science and Operatiuns Research to 
j)rntlems in plannir.g and resource allo·:ation in 
the public and private sectors of the economy. Dr. 
Oaude Jfc.lfillan and Dr. Donald R. Plane, Divi­
sion of ~bnagement Science. (30 C) 
Earlham College, Richmond, Ind i:ina 47374 
)farerials and Procedures for Teaching Physical 
Science; June 30--August 14. For teachers of 
Physi.::al Science. i\kthods of presenting PSNS 
materials, and sufficient bJcJ.;gwund in Chemistry 
:ind Physics to enable particip::i;1ts to teach Physi­
-:al S.:ience using ihe PSNS apprc:1ch. Dr. Swarr E. 
111zircomb, Department of Physics. O0 C. 20 JC) 
Unin~rsity of ~lis~ouri, Rolla, Missouri 65401 
Cv mputer Science: June 7-July 30. For teachers 
of ~lathematics , Engineering. or Science. Digital 
computer techniques, numerical methods, statisti­
cal methods, numerical solution of partial differen­
tial equations, simulation techniques, and digital 
computer programming languages. Dr. Ralph E. 
Lee, Computer Center. (20 C, 5 JC, 5 RT) 
Univ ~r~ity of North Dakota, Grand i-or~~s, North 
D.lkota 58201 
Cv mp:tter Supplemented Jnsiruction; June 14­
August 6. For teachers of .Mathelnatics, Science, or 
E1;gi1:eering. To develop the parti<::ipants' com­
petency in FORTRAN programming for use in 
.:-olilpuier supplemented imtruction techniques. 
Dr. Gene A. Kemper, Depariment of !Ila thematics. 
(16 C, 4 JC) 
O:ik Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee 37830 
R1d:'a1ion Physics; July 5-August 14. For teachers 
of Physics, Chemistry, or Nuclear Engi11cering. Use 
of small a('celerators for teaching and re~carch in 
the Physics curriculum. (Supported jointly with 
the Atomic Eaergy Commission) Dr. Jerome L. 
Dugg.Jn, Special Tr:iining Division. (30 C) 
l'nh·ersity of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma 
73069 
Sys ;<ms Ecology; June 5-July 31. For teachers of 
l3i0kg!-:al Sciences. Systems modeling in ecology, 
operations research methodology, and computer 
:iided experimentation in aquatic and terrestrial 
ecosystems. Dr. Paul G. Risser, Department of 
Botany and Dr. Loren G. Hill, Department of 
Zoology. (30 C) 
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 
Pennsy!Yania 16802 
CJn:putu Science; June 28-August ::!6. For teach­
ers of Science, ~lathematics, or Computer Science. 
Programming, Numerical Methods, and Structure 
ci J;:'.·,1rn1::tion and Languages with emphasis on 
deYeloping the participants' competency for use in 
t!ieir own academic discipline. Dr. Graham M. 
C.::·1wbell. Department of Computer Science. 
tWrite: Dr. Ah-in R. Grove, 214 \\l1itmore 
l..1bC'fa!ory) (30 C) 
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Bn,l1J...lyn, New 
York 11201 
Metallic and Po!i·meric Materials Scie1:ce: June 
7-Julv 23. For t~achers of Physics, Chemistry, or 
;\laterials Technology. for scienl·e te:ichers, to 
broaden their knowlcJge of the structure l> f mat­
ter; for technology tt':ichc·rs, to de\'dop the s'ien­
tific backg1ound for unJcrst:rnding materials 
phenomena. Prvf Geo1ge J. Fischer, Dep;irtment 
of Physical anJ Engine.: ring }.leiallurgy. 
(IO C, 10 JC, 10 TI) 
South Dakota School of !\tines and Technology, 
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701 
Extremes of Temperature and Pressure; June 
21-August 13. For teachers of Engineering, 
Chemistry, or Physics. Theory and practice on 
achievement and use, in indust1y and research, of 
the extremes of temperature and pressure. Dr. R. 
F. Heckm1111, Department of Chemical En­
gineering. (IO C, 10 JC, 10 TI) 
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 
99163 
Neutron Actil'ation Analysis; June 21 -August 6. 
For teachers of Nuclear Science. 1l1eory and prac­
tice of Neutron Activation Analysis. (Supported 
jointly with the Atomic Energy Commission) Dr. 
George W. Hinman, Nuclear Radiation Center. 
(18 C) 
S. ~~ 
INTERDISCIPLINARY SCI ENCE 
Case Western Resen·e University, Clewl:ind, o ;, ;,, 
44106 
Po(vmers as Materials; June 14 - June ~6. Fo r 
teachers of Physical Chemistry, Chemi.:al Engi­
neering, or Materials Science who need gre:ner 
familiarity with concepts and experimenl:ll prl' · 
cedures dealing with macromolecu:e,. Dr. JI. fl. 
Litt, Department of Macromolecular S('ience. 
(30 C) 
UniYersity of Delaware, NewarL De!<i'.'.·J re 19711 
Energy and Moisture Balance Climatology; J~:i:: 
14-July 9. For teache1s of Geogr2phy ..\.::ri:~:'.­
ture , Engineering, Hydrology, or other di s.:ipli !i;;.> 
u~ing cl imatic data. Energy and mass exch'.! nges :,: 
the earth·s surfa('c : e\'alu:ition llf r:i ci:.!ti.:»: :; n . ~ 
water balances, turbuknt difft:sion, ht·at :::!'d 
momentum flu:-..es ; and appl icaticn of e!!er:;y .1 ' "~ 
mas~ budget ii1form:iti0n to practical probk;; .; c · 
the ma n-environment rel::itionship. Dr. _:,.!zi1 / .'. 
Mather, Dep:1rtme11t of Geog1:iplly. CS() 
University of Dern-er. Dem e1. Color~cl o SO~ I 0 
Geogmpliic Applications of RemOle s,•;dng: .I ·.::_: 
19- August 13 . For te:il·hers of G::- o:,!ra?hY or r:· 
bted fields . Func!:imentals and pr,,bkiib o( :!-:q:.:i!· 
ing and in tcrpret ing \·isu:il. in fr :lr~'d. r:: d ~ r. :> : : ~ 
micro\':J\';.> imafL' ry fro m Ji rb,;rne :i :1 d sp:! ,".'cr.:'.'i 
pl:!tfom:s anJ the pot.:- nld :ipplic::!i iu;;,. in ·.2~:c·'· 
subfields of Geogr:1phy :ind to diffrrc11t .:m ;rc•:.­
m::-1113! re:i!r;1s. Dr. R~if•, rr D. R!1.lt 1• D:;'.'~::: .. : · 
of Gcog1apliy. (~:) (J 
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East Central State College, Ada, Oklahoma 74820 
Inquiry Approaches in Elementary and Junior 
Higlz Science; August 9-August 20. For teachers 
of Science methods for El<!mentary and Junior 
High Schools. Analysis of the philosophy of in­
quiry teaching in Science and familiarization with 
inquiry-oriented courses developed for the Ele­
mentary and Junior High School. Dr. Don 
Stafford, Department of Chemistry and Dr. Don 
Kellogg, Department of Physics. (30 C) 
Unr•ersity of illinois, Urbana, 111inois 6180 I 
Applied Electronics for Scientists; June 26-July 
17. For teachers of Physical or Life Sciences or 
Engineering. Modern digital, analog, and servo 
principles and systems for scientific instrumenta­
tion and automation. Dr. Howard V. l't/almstadt, 
Department of Chemistry and Chemical En­
gineering. (35 C, 5 JC, 5 TI) 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02 I 39 
111e Keller Plan; August 9-August 20. For teach­
ers of Science. Training in the prt>paration and ad­
ministration of self-paced, student-tutored, 
mastery-oriented college courses. Dr. Ben A. 
Green, Jr., Education Research Center. 
(8 C, 12 JC) 
University of North Carolina, Ch:ipel Hill, North 
Carolina 27514 
Solid State Fiectronic Instrume11tatio11; July 
17-August 6. For teachers who have no formal 
training in Electronics but who find it necess:iry to 
use ch:ctronic instruments. Basic electronic circ•1its 
(amplifiers, oscillators, multivibrators) with partic­
ular attention to the coupling of various com­
ponents and instruments to form systems for a 
variety of experimental situ:itions. Dr. La11TCl1L°C 
G. Rowan, Department of Physics. (3S C') 
Oak Rid~e Associated Univ~r~ifrs, 0:1S. Ridg<', 
Tennessee 37830 
Radi.1iit>n Sciences: Augu~t 16 - Scptcmb,'r -L Fui 
teachers of Physics, Chemistry, Biology, or Nuc­
lear Engineering. Use of isotopic neutron sources. 
(Supported jointly with the Atomic Energy Com­
mission) Mr. Geoffrey I. Gleason, Special Training 
Division. (20 C) 
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 45701 
Engineering and the Tech11ological Society; June 
14-June 19. For teachers of Engineering or Social 
Sciences. Role and function of engineering, history 
of technology, and social consequences of technol­
ogy; development by the participants of new 
courses and curricula concerned with these sub­
jects. Dr. Charles M. Overby, School of En­
gineering. (25 C, 5 JC) 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 4 7907 
Digital Computers in Chemical Instrumentation; 
June 9-June 26. For teachers of Chemistry oi 
related fields, including Biomedical Sciences, Clin­
ical Chemistry, or Biology. Lectu1e and laboratory 
experience with digital instrumentation, digital 
data acquisition, computer interfacing, and on-line 
computer applications in chemical experimenta­
tion. Dr. S. P. Perone, Department of Chemistry. 
(24 C) 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
Audio-Tutorial System of lnstmction; June 
21-July 16. For Science te:ichers using or consid­
ering adoption of the system. Examin:ition of the 
philosophy and principles of the Audio-Tutorial 
System and development of A-T units of mini­
courses with supporting materials. Dr. S. N. 
Postlethwait, Department of Biological Sciences. 
(20 C, JO JC) 
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode 
Island 0288 I 
Ocean Engi11ceri;1g; July 19-Ju!y 30. For teachers 
of Engineering, Physics, or M:ithemati-:s. M:irine 
Systems Engineering. Hydrodynamics, Subm~rine 
Soil Mechanics, Data Acquisition and Processing, 
Underwater Acoustics :ind Power Piwts, Estuary 
Modeling, and ~forin::- Corrosion. Dr. T. Kow.1ls!i, 
Dcp:ntm::nt ofOl·l'.lll En;:1Jcl'ri 11,:. (15C,15 JC') 
·.' 
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Rcs1rn!·ci1 Pmticip3tion 
by Subject Areas 
The folkw:ing <'ntries :ire grouped by p1edomi­
nant subjed area, including a group of Inter­
disciplinary entries. Each entry lists the general 
topics on whi<l1 pn::.j.:?cts are available for research 
particip:iti1)11. lo.:al brochures made available by 
the Project Directors give greater detail. 
BIOLOGY 
Argom•e :'\ational Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 
60-D9 
For col!ege and junior college teachers of Biolog­
ical Sciences; }.lay 15-September 15; 5 postdoc­
toral teachers. Projects available in Biochemistry, 
Genetics, ~!icrobiology, Physiology, and Radiation 
Biology. (Supported jointly with the Atomic 
Energy Commission) Dr. Shelby A. Miller, Center 
for Educational Affairs. 
I!!inois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 
60616 
For college and junior college teachers of Biolog­
ical Sciences; June 7-August 13; 3 predoctoral 
and 3 pC>stdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
Biochemistry, Microbiology, and Physiology. Dr. 
Allan H. Roush, Department of Biology. 
Unh·ersity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 
For college and junior college teachers of Micro­
biology or Biochemistry; June 7-August 14; 3 
predoctoral and 3 postdoctoral teachers. Projects 
available ;n Bacteriophage Genetics, Immunology, 
Medical !>.1ycology, Microbial Physiology and 
Metabolism, Pathogenic Microbiology, and Virol­
ogy. Dr. J. R. Porter, Department of Microbiology. 
University of '.\fas~dmsetts, Amherst, Massachu­
setts 01002 
For college and community college teachers of 
Biologic:il Sciences; Jur.e I-August 31; l pre­
doctonl and 4 postdoctoral teachers. Projects 
aY:ii lab!c in Ce ll Giolog.y, Ecology , Embryology , 
Etlwl,)g.y, Pai :• sit.llogy, :rnd Physiology . Dr. L. M. 
Banl«rr. Dq.1:1rlrne11t of Zoology. 
Univcr~ity of ~lichigan,. Ann Arbor, Michigan 
·lS I0-t 
F,ir college te:ichers of Botanical Sciences; June 
2S - August 21; 6 postdoctoral teachers. Projects 
available in Descriptive and Experimental Botany. 
Dr. R(ibcrt J. Lo11·1J·, Department of Botany. 
North Carolina State U:liversity, Raleigh, North 
Carolina 27607 
For college and junior college teachers of Biolog­
ical Sciences; June 7-August 27; 3 predoctoral 
and 3 postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Biological and 
Agricultural Engineering, Botany, Entomology, 
Food Science, Genetics, Horticulture, Plant Pa­
thology, Poultry Science, and Zoology. Dr. H. 
Bradford Craig, School of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences. 
Unh·ersity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina 27514 
For college and junior college teachers of Botan­
ical Sciences; June I 4-August 21; l predoctoral 
and S postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
Algology, Biochemistry, Ecology, Genetics, Mycol­
ogy, Physiology, and Taxonomy. Dr. Victor A. 
Greulach, Department of Botany. 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma 
74074 
For college and junior college teachers of Biolog­
ical Sciences; June 7-August 13; 4 predoctoral 
and 2 postdoctoral tear.hers. Laboratory and li­
brary oriented projects available in Plant Physiol­
ogy, Ecology, Pathology, and Anatomy. Dr. Glenn 
H~ Todd, Department of Botany and Plant Pa­
thology. 
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma 
73069 
For college and junior college teachers of Biologi­
cal s.:i:n-:c-s; June 5- July 31; 5 postdoctoral 
teachers. Projr cts a\·aibble in ~1 orphology, Physi­
ology, Ecology, Bch:nfor, Taxonomy, and Ge­
n.:tics of plants and animals . Dr. I.oren G. Hill, 
Department of Zoology. 
Oregon State University , Corvallis, Oregon 97 331 
For college teachers of Chemistry or Biochemistry: 
June 21-August ?.7; 6 postdoctoral teachers. Proj· 
e.:1s avai!:Jbk in Biochemistry and Biophysics. Dr. 
R. W. Neirbu,-gh, Department of Biochemistry and 
3iophysics. 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 9733 I 
For coJlege and junior college teachers of Biologi­
cal Sciences; June 14- August 27; 2 predoctoral 
and 4 postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
Insect Behavior, Biochemical Systematics, and 
Insect Toxicology. Dr. W. P. Steplzen, Department 
of Entomology. 
Roswell Park Memorial Institute, 666 Elm Street, 
Buffalo, New York 14203 
For college and junior college teachers of Biology, 
Chemistry, or Physics; May 31-August 27; 3 pre­
doctoral and 3 postdoctoral teachers. Projects 
available in Biology, Biochemistry, and Biophysics. 
Dr. Ed1vi11 A. Mirand, Department of Experimen­
tal Biology. 
L'niversity of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 
37916 
For coJlege and junior college teachers of Botany; 
June 14-August 21 ; I predoctoral and 3 postdoc­
toral teachers. Projects available in Taxonomy, 
Ecology, Morphology, Genetics, Physiology, and 
Biochemistry of cryptogamic plants. Dr. Raymond 
W Holton, Department of Botany. 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 
For college and junior college teachers of Biologi­
cal Sciences: June 4-August 14; 3 predoctoral and 
3 postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in Bio­
chemistry, Phytochemistry, Plant ~Iorphology and 
Physiology, Phycology, E.::ology, Syst<?matics, 
lltr:istructure, and E\•olutionary Biology . Dr. 
25 Harold C Bo!d, Department of Botany. 
Summer Institutes 
by Subject Areas 
BIOLOGY 
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281 
Desert Biology; June 21-July 31. For teachers of 
Biological Sciences. A study of the biota of deserts 
and factors affecting it. Dr. Gordon L. Bender, 
Department of Zoology. (20 C, IO JC) 
Arizona State University. Tempe, Arizona 85281 
Bacterial Ecology; June 14-July 23. For teachers 
of Biology. Systematic Bacteriology and the physi­
ological role of bacteria in soil. water, and higher 
organisms. Dr. Roy 111. Johnson, Department of 
Botany and Microbiology. (20 C, IO JC) 
University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77004 
Population Biology; June I-June 30. For teachers 
of Biolo;;ic:il Sciences. Adv~rnced topics_in Popula­
tion Biology integrJtcd ,,·ith Ecology. Dr. D11rid L. 
Ja111eso11, Department of Biology. (30 C) 
University of Puerto Rico, llio Piedras, Puerto 
Rico 00931 
,lf.~rine Biology and Tropical Ecology: June 
21--July 30. For teachers of Butany or Zoology. 
Physiographic factors affecting tropical marine 
fauna and flora; effect of physiographic and physi­
ological factors on the distribution of living 
organisms. Dr. Herminia Lugo Lugo, Department 
of Biology. (13 C, 12 JC) 
Stanford University, Pacific Grove, California 
93950 
,lfarine Biology; June 14-August 21. For teachers 
of Biological Sciences. \larine Algae, Marine Inver­
tebrate Zo:>!ogy, ~brine E.:dog,.·, Phytcplankton, 
Biological Oceancgraphy. Comparative and Experi­
mental Embryology, ComparJtive Biochemistry, 
Ecological Physiology. Dr. John H. Phiilips, Jr., 
Hopkins Marine Station. (I 5 C, I 0 JC) 
(See also the entries under Interdisciplinary 
Science.) 
Short Courses 
by Subject Areas 
BIOLOGY 
Vanderbilt University, NJshville, Tennessee 37203 
Histochemistry: Aup1st 2-August 21. For post­
doctoral teachers of Zol)logy. Theory and use of 
histochemic3l te:irniques developed in daily lec­
tures, d<?monstrations, Jnd bboratory sessions. Dr. 
Burton J. Bagirsli, Dep;!rl mrnt of General Biology. 
(20 C) 
University of Wisconsin, f\fadison, Wisconsin 
53706 
Plant Pathology; June I ~-June 26. For teachers 
of introductory courses in Pi:int Pathology. To 
pro\'idc teJchers an opportunity to define ·Course 
objectiv.:-s, gain kno\\'ledg~ of new concepts in 
Plam Pathology, and k.nn improved instruction:il 
techniqu<?s a;1d prn:cdures. Dr. Arthur KcllilmI, 
Dep:.1rtment of PI::.-n Pathology. (24 C) 
University of C2iiforni:i 
Primate Beh.1rior 
(St>e S,):ial Science) 
Fairleigh Dickinson University 

Modem Carbonate Sediments and • 

Related Carbonate Rocks 

(See Earth Science) 
(See also the entries under Interdisciplinary 
Science.) 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Florida State University; Tallahassee, Florida 
32306 
For college and junior college teachers of Psycho!· 
ogy; June 9-August 18; 3 predoctoral and 5 post· 
doctoral teachers. Projects available in Learning, 
Animal Behavior, Physiological Development, Sen­
sory Processes, Psycholinguistics, Psychoacoustics, 
.Motiva!ion, Neurocortical Functions, and experi· 
mental Social Psychology. Dr. B. B. Scarborough, 
Department of Psychology. 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
48104 
For college teachers of Psychology; June 14­
August 20; 8 postdoctoral teachers. Projects avail­
able in Experimental and Physiological Psychol­
ogy. Dr. James D. Papsdorf, Psychological Labora­
tories. 
S.I~ 
SOCIAL SCI ENCE 
University of California, Irvine, California 92664 
Linguistics, Logic, and Philosophy; July 5-August 
14. For teachers of Linguistics, Logic, or Philoso­
phy. Contributions of contemporary Linguistics, 
Logic, and Philosophy to the study of language. 
Dr. Jerome Shaffer, Department of Philosophy, 
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 
06268. (30 C) 
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Compu-ter Science in Social and Bel1tJriora/ 
Science Research; June 14-July I6. For teachers 
of Social Sciences. Theory and application of 
Computer Science in the Social and Behavioral 
Sciences: data processing, systems modeling, simu­
lation, information processing, artificial intclli· 
gence, laboratory computers, computer a.,siste<l 
instruction, computer models in u1 b:m studies, and 
computer programming. Dr. Da11iel "£. Bailey, 
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Antlzropology; June 21-August 13. For teachers 
of courses with anthropological content. Cultural 
and Physical Anthropology. Dr. David L. Greene, 
Department of Anthropology. (20 C, l0 JC) 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania I 8015 
History of Psychology; June 22-July 31. For 
teachers of Psychology or other Behavioral Sci· 
ences. Analysis of selected classical contributions 
and the nature, literature, and uses of the History 
of Psychology. Dr. Josef Brozek, Department of 
Psychology. (30 C) 
Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Q11a11titative Mctlzods in Sociology; June 7­
August 6. For teachers of Sociology. Mathematical 
fundamentals and contemporary statistical tech­
niques: causal, path, factor, cluster, and machine 
data analysis; stochastic processes; noni: uametric 
statistics. Dr. William M. Bates, Department of 
Sociology. (30 C) 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
48104 
Mathematicnl Psychology; June 28 --August 20. 
For teachers of Psyclwloby. Applicatiom of Math· 
ematics in Psych0IO£Y courses: me:isurcmenl 
theory and sc:iling, decision pro..:i.'sses, learning 
theory, signal detectability, information theory, 
social psychology, and compu ti.'r uses . Dr. Clyde 
JI. Coombs, Di.'p:utmcnt of Psy..:hology. ( 15 C) 
Ohio Univcisity, Athen<:, Ohio 45701 
Mass Po!i1irnl Com11w11icatio11; Jun·~ 21-July 2-L 
For tt'ach.:rs of S0l'il)!ogy, Politic':Jl Science, Sth~i:il 
Psyd1olt'f:.Y. or Communi.:ations. Cowragc of po­
litical ev<-nts; governmt'ntal rt'l:it!ons with th;; nl:\55 
media; roles of mass medi:i; comm~1 ni::~tio: !~ !·! 
crises; content analysis, sampli1:g m:?th1.i.ls. !:~i:' · 
viewing. Dr. Willi'.lm H. Harlan, Dt>p:lrtme111 u:· 
Sociology and Anthropology. (20 C. 10 JCI 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
Economics; June 2 I- August 13. For teacht>rs ,/ 
Economics or of Social Science teachers. '.\li: r..1. 
and macroe.:onomic analysis :ind its relationshit1 <t' 
the principles cours.:~s; workshop on probkrn5 ,,; 
teachers of economic principles. Dr. Jay fl'. h !!~1·. 
Department of Economics. (5 C, 25 JC l 
University of South (3rolinti., Columbia. S0u:!; 
Carolina 29208 
Economics; June 7-July 30. For teacheiS 0f L:c·· 
nomics. Mathematics for Economics, Eco!w;11: : 
Theory (price and national income), l\!an.~ :::e~:.:[ 
Economics, and Stabilization and Growth Po!i:i.:->. 
Dr. William H. Wesson, Jr.. Department 0:· 
Economics. (17 (, 8 JC) 
Stanford University, Stanford, California 9-L305 
Urban Economics; June 27-July 24. For te:! ·:!i~r> 
of Economics. Urban economic growth and st:~: - · 
ture, human resources in urban economics, :;;1J 1::~ 
public sector of urban economies. Dr. lkr .: 
Lel'ill, Department of Economics. (25 C'i 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennesse~ 37:.t.·:· 
Economics; June 7-July 16. For tea:h;:rs of inu r . . 
duct0ry Economics. Current issut'S of .:coror:: ;. 
policy: and the development and tt'a~hing of ,, 
policy orienteu, basi~· course in Econorni.:s. L'r 
Ev:ing P. Shahan, Dep:utment of EcoiiOmi.:s J .. ..'. 
Busi n<-ss Administration. (15 C, 15 JC_! 
Virginia Polyte•hnic Institute, Ula.:ksburg. Vi~{: · . 
24061 
Mati'1c•m:it,"cal ,.1pplicatio11s in Political S.. i:.;, 
Ju;1;;- 15-Juh- >O. for teacht>rs 0f P0: ::!•. 
Scit>n,·i.'. ~fati1eina1ic:tl applicati•_1ns in f ,11; ;; , 
S- i.~ n ..:.:, using matrix algt'bra, st:itis;i :s. prl1 1 1 ~ · ·: . 
ity. s,·.ding. fact0T analysis. and regr.:;s:cin .t:::' 1\ .' • 
Dr. James F. Herndon, Department of Political 
Science. • (30 C) 
Institute for Computing Science. (30 C) 27 
0 
Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts 
01267 
Experimental Psychology; June 28-August 6. For 
teachers of Psychology. Sensation. Scaling, Percep­
tion, Development, Thinking, Psycholinguistics, 
Human Learning, Engineering, Le:uning, Motiva­
tion, Neurophysiology, and Behavioral Genetics. 
Dr. Richard 0. Rouse, Department of Psychology. 
(15 C, 15 JC) 
{See also the entries Ui1der Interdisciplinary 
Science.) 
s. c_ . 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
University of California, Davis, California 95616 
Primate Beharior; June 21-June 30. For teachers 
of courses in Animal Behavior. Behavioral aspects 
of ecology, social behavior and org~ nization, com­
munication systems, and physiologic:il bases of pri­
mate behavior. Dr. Donald G. Lindburg, Depart­
ment of Anthropology. (30 C) 
Ohio State Uni·.-ersity, Columbus, Ohio 43210 
Models of Urban Spatial Stntcture and Ecology; 
June 28-July 16. For teachers of Social Sciences. 
Models of urban structure with emphasis on math­
ematical and statistical morlds of the spa tial form 
and ecological patterns of the city and the related 
dynamics. Dr. Kent P. Sclnvirian, Department of 
Sociology . (30 C) 
Western Illinois UniYer~ity, Macomb, Illinois 
61455 
Experimental A pparatus for Psychology Ins tr11c­
tio11 ; June 14-June 25. For teachers of under­
graduate. Psych ology . Construction, modifi•:ition, 
maintenance, and use of experimental app:ir::itus in 
undergr:;,d u;::te instructional programs of P~ychol­
ogy. Dr. Riclwrd Alter, Depart mrn t of Psy­
chology. (6 C, 15 JC) 
(See also the entries under lnte1 Jis,·ip! in :.1 ry 
Science. ) 
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PHYSICS 
Argonne National Laboratory. Argonne, Illinois 
60439 
For college teachers of Physics; ~lay 15­
Septcmber 15; 5 post doc Loral te:ichers. Projects 
available in Radiation. ~uclear. Solid State, and 
Theoretical Physics. (Supported jointly with the 
Atomic Energy Commission) Dr. Shelby A. Miller, 
Center for Educational Affairs. 
Dartol Research Foundation, Swarthmore, Penn­
sylvania 19081 
For college teachers of Physics or Astronomy; 
June 7-September 3; 4 postdoctoral teachers. 
Projects available in Nuclear Structure, Cosmic 
Rays, Physics of the l\tagnetosphere, Solar and 
Stellar Atmospheres, and Surface Science. Dr. 
l\lilliam E. Danforth. 
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 
02912 
For college teachers of Physics; June 7-August 
27; 7 postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
Optical Spectroscopy of Solids and in Experimen­
tal and Theoretical High Energy, Low Tempera­
ture, and Solid State Physics. Dr. John J. Quinn, 
Department of Physics. 
C:i •;:~ V.'c;tern Res~rve Uniwrsity, Ck\·d:ind, Ohio 
.!4106 
Fur college tea chers of Physics: June-Septeo1ber; 
h i~ L'~ tdocto ral reachers. Projects avaibble in 
Cu:-mic Ray, Solid St:ite , High Energy, :'.'~ucle:ir 
'.'lr:1ctme, and Theoretic:il Physics. Dr. Jolin D. 
.'ih Carey, Department of Phy~.ics. 
L';1~-..::r::ity of florid:i, Gainesville, Florida 3~601 
For college tc:.chers of Physics or .\.~:ronomy; 
.' ·:r.~ ~I -August 27; 3 pri:'d L' Ctor3l :?nd 3 po5t doc­
i ' 'J! ie.1chcrs. Project s a•::ii!:ible in Exp.:ri;nt>nlal 
~nd Thwrctical Physics and in Ortical :111J Radio 
'·-'ii(-:1nmy. Dr. St:i;:ley S. Bailard, Dep::irt 111.?nt of 
::,::'i..:s :!n<l Astronomy. 
i: ' ;,;o;s fn~titutc of T.:chnolo~y. Chic:igo, Illinois 
t' 0616 
1"0: .;,1Jkge teJ:hcrs L,f Physics; June 21 - August 
27: 6 1' L'St doct or:il tc>Jc·hcrs. Projects a\'Jilable in 
r: .~ 1 : h;:~ics. High Enl'rs) Physics, ~fagnctism, and 
c:..p.:: ri1ni!ntal and theoretic3l Solid State Physics. 
Dr. f.cc1111;·rd !. Grc'.~s1 rt'i11cr, Department of Phys· 
ics. 
Loui.!:ina State Univer~ity. Baton Rouge, Louisi· 
ana 70803 
For college and junior ccllcge teachers of Physics 
or Astronomy; June 7-August 6; 3 predoctoral 
~:.d 4 postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
A~ironomy and in Atomic. High Energy, Nuclear, 
2nd Solid State Physics. Dr. Dorr C Ralph, De­
r:!l :ment of Physics :ind Astronomy. 
Cnin:rsity of ~1aryland, College Park, Maryland 
20742 
For college teachers of Physics or Astronomy; 
J•me-Augus1; ~ predoctoral and 5 postdoctoral 
re3chers. Projects available in Astronomy and 
Astrophysics and in Atomic. Chemical, High 
Ei!erg). :'llolecular. Nuclear. P!Jsma. and Solid 
S::H e Physics. Dr. Hoirard lasrer, Derartment of 
Physics and Astronomy. 
:'lfichig:.:n State Uniwr -ity, [ :;s t L:rnsi ng, ~li,·higan 
43823 
For college teachers of Physics; June 7-August 
27; 6 postdcctoral teachers. ?rnjects 3\":! i!Jble in 
Molecular Spectros.~opy and in Solid State, Low 
Temperature. Nucle:ir, Hi;h En.:r~y. :ind TI1eoret­
ical Physics. Er. Shen •:ood K. H :)w:s, Department 
of Physics . 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South 
Carolina 29208 
For coilege teachers of Phys!cs; June 14- August 
~O; 2 predoctoral :ind 3 pv~tdoctor3l teachers. 
Projects avai!Jble in \'t!ck 3r, Solid State, and 
Theoretical Physics. Dr. 0. F Sclzuette, Depart· 
men! of Physics. 
29 
Tex:is A & '.\I Uni\"ersity, Colkge St<? ! ion, Texas 
778--B 
for rnllegc tc:ichers of Phy,;ics: f\Iay 3 I -August 
20: 2 predoctoral and 3 postdoctoral teachers. 
Projects available in ~!cson Theory, Functions of 
~ll,lecules, Cosmic Ray ~luons, Radioactive Iso­
topes, Kinetic Inductance, Optical Pumping and 
Quantum Electrodynamics, and Collision-Free 
Gra\·irating Gases. Dr. Xelso11 .\/. Duller, Depart­
ment of Physics. 
Uni\'ersity of Texas, Austin, Tex::is 78712 
For college and junior college teachers of Physics 
or Astronomy: May I 5- September I 5; 3 predoc­
toral and 4 postdoctoral teachers. Projects avail­
able in Nuclear Structure, Fermi Surfaces in 
~letals, ~Ietallic Ammonia Solutions, Nuclear Re­
action Mechanisms, Physics Education, Plasma 
Physics, Spectroscopy, Statistical Mechanics, and 
Stellar Evolutionary Sequences. Dr. R. N. Little 
and Dr. M. £. Oakes, Department of Physics. 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee 37203 
For college teachers of Physics: June 7-August 6; 
3 predoctoral :md 4 postdoctoral teachers. Projects 
available in LXperimental and theoretical Nuclear 
a;id Plasma Physics, theoretical elementary par­
ticles, raman 2nd inf! :ired spectroscopy, and 
As1rc,r.omy. Dr. Joseph II. lfa111ilto11, Department 
of Physi.:s 3f"!d Aslrt' nor:iy. 
Col!eg.! of ·.·;nliam a!d \!3ry, Williamsburg, Vir­
gin ia 23135 
For college te:i.:be rs of Physics; Jur.e l 4-August 
6: 3 po~tdoct 0ra l lt'3.:krs. PrL'}:cts av3i!Jble in 
Solid S1:ite, Pl31:m:1. :ind ~udear Physics and in 
Quantum :\learnrement Th~ory. Dr. Herbert 0. 
Fw1ste11, Dq·1 rt :~211 t of Physics. 
Uni•·.:-rsity of ·wyoming. L:ir~rn ~ ic, Wyoming 32070 
For (L)ll e~e and iunio r t:ulkt:e teachers of Plwsics: 
June 1--l -~.\ugust' : ~ : 4 prt- -:!oc t-:: r::i l ~nd 3 postdoc­
tonl ie ~ d1~rs. P10jcc1s :!\·aiLL+~ in ~'1i.:-rowa\·e 
Spectroscopy, ~udear ~lagn etic Reson:ince, ar.d in 
High Energy. Solid St:ite. CL,smic R:i>. la5er, Low 
Ener~'Y ~u c 1 t>.1r. 31id Low T~ ::1 ;~~ r2tt1r.:' Ph)si.:s. 
Dr. D<•rek J. Prowse, D,'PJriment or Physics. 
S.I. 

PHYSICS 
East Carolina University, Greenville, North Caro­
lina 27834 
Modern Electronics; July I -August 26. For teach­
ers of Ele.:tronics. Physical Electronics and 
modern electronic .::ircuits including basic electron 
processes i:l ser,1iconductor devices, line:.ir and 
nonlinear FEB-ICs, and printed circuit boa1d5. Dr. 
J. r«. Byrd, Department of Physics. (2~ JC, 4 TI) 
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 
60616 
Computer Use in UnJergr,;duate Instmction in 
Physics; June 23-August 20. For teachers of 
Physics. Background :ind experience with Com­
puter Based Teaching Units to be used in under­
graduate courses in Physics. Dr. Harold Weinstock, 
Department of Physics. (20 C, 10 JC) 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisi­
ana 70803 
Astronomy; June 7- July 30. For teachers of 
Science. Prepar.ition for te:.ching elementary As­
tronomy as either a separate course or in a phys­
ical ~cier. 0:e cour;e. Dr. Raymond T. Crenchik, 
Department of Physics and Astronomy. 
(20 C, IO JC) 
University of ~f:uyl:md. College Park, Maryland 
20742 
Electriciry and .lfag11Nism, Elt!ctronics; June 
21-August 13. For teachers of Physics. Electricity 
and Magnetism (lecture), and Electronics (lecture 
and integrated laboratory work); seminars on 
methods of teaching undergraduate Physics and on 
current research topics. Dr. Philip I. Co1111ors, De­
partment of Physics :ind ..\stwnomy. 
(20 C, 6 JC) 
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 
46556 
College Physics: June 21-August 6. For teachers 
of undergraduate Physics or Phrical Science. Me­
chanics and Electromagnetics or Mathematical 
Physics and Quantum Mechanics: seminars on cur­
rent developments and on college Physics. Dr. 
James T. Cushing, Department of Physics. (30 C) 
S:ln o:ei;o State Col!·:ge, San Diego, California 
92115 
.if.:crlJSc'Opic Quantum Physics; June 28-August 
13. For teachers of Physics. ~facroscopic quantum 
ph.:nomena of supert1uidity, superconductivity, 
.!:lJ quantum optics, e5prcially laser (coherent) 
r:::diatio11. Dr. llerscl1el R. Snodgrass, Department 
i.'f Physics. (20 C, 10 JC) 
Univer:•ity of Wyoming, l::iramic, Wyoming 82070 
.1!cdrrn Q<tGntwn Physics; June: 14-August 6. For 
1~2c!1~rs of Physics. QuaHtum :-.techanics and new 
n':!t<'I ials :ivailable for teaching element:iry Physics 
'.n colleges. Dr. Derek J. Prowse, D~partment of 
Physics. (30 C) 
l';1iwrsity of Akron 
C!1m1imy a11d Materials Science 
(S~e Chemistry) 
l";ii\·er5it) of .'.lfissouri 
Fhtid Dynamics and I/eat Transfer 
(See Engineering) 
(S.:-e also the entries under Interdisciplinary 
Science.) 
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Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 
60616 
For college teachers of ~lathematics; June ~3-
August 20; 7 predccloral tc:ichers. Projects aYail­
able in Algebra. Amlysis, Applied Mathematics, 
Geometry, Function:il Analysis, Prob:ibility, Num­
ber Theory and Quadratic Forms, and Founda· 
tions of Mathematics. Dr. lt'i!liam F. Darsow, 
Department of :-.la thematics. 
University of '.\tissouri, Columbia, Mis~ouri 65201 
For coll.!ge teachers of ~!athematics; June 7- July 
30; 4 predoctoral and 3 postdoctoral teachers. 
Projects available in Mathemat ics and Statistics. 
Dr. Walter Leighton, Chairman, }.lathematical 
Sciences. 
State University of New York, Binghamton, New 
York 13901 
For college teachers of Mathematics; June 14­
_\ugust ~O; 2 predoctoral and 5 postdoctoral 
lc'ad1ers. Projects available in Algorithms, Gr:iph 
r!1e\)f)' , Function:;! An~lysis, Bases in Banach 
Sp:iecs, :rnd Open 1\fappings. Dr. Louis F. 
.\f~·A11ley, Department of ~lathematics. 
L'nii·ersity of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma 
7.3069 
h' r Cl1ll.:ge te:ichers of '.\bthe1113ties or (\imputing 
s,· ieiJce: June 7- ..\ugust 14; 2 preJo..:toral and 5 
r1.'s tJ0.:toral te-:w:•.:rs. Projects a\·aibble in Ab­
scr:.1 t'I Al gebr3, Differenti:il Equatio!is, C':1kulus of 
\",;riJ ti o~ s. Geometry, '.\falhematical Logic . Com­
put ing S..: id1ce. Topolo~y, :md Numerical :\113lysis. 
Dr. Richard I'. Anclree, Depart m..:-nr uf '.\IJthe· 
·natics. 
s·.I. 
MATHEMATICS 
Caricton College, Northfield, Minnesota 55057 
Afatltc:matics; June 28-August 6. For tt>achers of 
~forhcmatics . Abstract Algebra and Elementary 
rnllcge Mathematics. Dr. Kenneth H'. lfrgn<'r. De­
parr mcnt of Mathematics. (:::!5 C) 
Florida State University, Talbhassee, Florida 
32306 
Statistics; June 14- August 6. For teachers of 
Mathematics. Survey of modern Statistics, back­
ground and applications with computer support, 
and a semi nar in curriculum and library develop­
ment. Dr. Frederick H~ Leysieffer, Department of 
Statistics. (I 0 C, ::!O JC) 
Illinois State Unirersity, i'~orm:il, Illinois (,1761 
:l!ntlzem ..1tics: June 14 - August ~O. for 1e:1ch~rs l~f 
lower division ~fathematics courses. Prep:iration 
for teaching Linear Algebra, Analy~is, Abstrnct 
Algebra, and Statistics. Dr. 0111rll's E. .Horris, 
Department ofi\fathematics. (20 C, 15 JC) 
Unin:rsity of Illinois, Urb:ina, Illinois 61801 
Mathematics; June 14 - Scptember 3. For teachers 
of 11athcmatics who :ire re~ponsible for the train­
ing of elementary and secondary school teachers. 
The final summer of a four-summer sequent!JI pro­
gram in Mathematics. Dr. H'ilso11 ,\f. Zaring, 
Department oOlathematics. {20 C, 10 JC) 
Univer!'ity of Iowa, [owa City, fow:i . 521-tO 
St.itistics; June 14- August 6. For teJchers of 
l\lathematics. !11athematical and Applied Statistics. 
combined with some practice in the use of the 
modern high-spee<l computer. Dr. f'reJ C Leone 
and Dr. Lloyd A. K11owler, Dcp:irtment of Statis· 
tics. (I 5 C. 15 JC) 
Mathematical Association of America, Washington, 
D.C. 20036 
Probability and Statistics; June 21 - July 31. For 
teachers of ~fathematics. TI1eory of Probabilty and 
l\fathematical Statistics. Dr. 1\'eil R. Grabois, 
Department of l\lathematics, \Villi3ms College, 
Willi3mstown, Massachusetts 01267. (30 C) 
Unh ersity of Minnesota, l\linneapolis, ~1innesota 
55455 
Statistics and Probability; June 14- August 6. For 
tcad1ers of undergraduate ~1athematics . Probabil· 
ity distributi.:ins , theory :md method; of inference. 
Dr. B. II'. Lindgren, Department of St :-i foii.:s . 
(30 C) 
Unin~r~ity of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina 27514 
..Unrhematics; June 7-July 16. For teachers of 
~t!them:!tics . Algebra. Topological Foundations of 
Cakulus. and seminars on the development of 
mJtc'ri;,ls rnch as in the Thirtc't'n Cullt'ge Curric­
ulum Prc1~ra111. Dr. Robert P. ll'.Jlker, Department 
nf ~IJthL'matics. (30 C) 
C:ikl:l.1d U1fr;e;sity, Rochester, ~lichigan 48063 
_\f.ithe1natics; June ~!--August 13. For teachers of 
.\!athematks. Linear ,\Jgebra, 1•fultivariablc Cal­
Clilus, Probability and Statistics, with some discus­
sion of numeric:il methods. Dr. Geo;ge F. Feeman, 
Department ofi.!athematics. (15 C, 5 JC} 
Rutgers Unh·ersity, New 3run$wick, New Jersey 
08903 
Jfatl;e11u1tics: June 14 -August 6. For teachers of 
.\1athematics. Calculus with Computers, Numerical 
,\n3Jys '.s, Linear Algebra, aml a seminar for pro­
gramming and curri('u)um. D1; Joshua Barlaz, 
Department of ~tathematics. (Write : Dr. A. A. 
Austen, Director of the Summer Session) 
(25 c, 5 JC) 
San Jose State College, S:in Jose, California 95114 
Linear Algebra, Statistics; June :::! I -July 30. For 
teachers of freshman and sophomore ~fa thematics. 
Line3r Algebra and Statistics emphasizing calculus 
:ipplic3tions. Dr. L. H. La11ge, Department of 
~Iathernatics . (10 C, 20 JC} 
Vai1derbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee 37203 
Jf:liliem.atics; June 7-July 16. For teachers of 
~1athematics. Linear Algebra and Topology with 
emphasis on their role in analysis (including differ· 
e1itial equations and multivariable calculus). Dr. J. 
R l!'esson and Dr. B. F. B1J·ant, Department of 
\fathematics. (22 C, 8 JC) 
(See also the entries under Interdisciplinary 
Science.) 
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ENGINEERING 
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, lllinois 
60439 
For college teachers of Engineering; J\lay 15­
Septeml;>er 15; 5 postdoctoial teachers. Projects 
available in Nuclear, Chemical, and Environmental 
Engineering. (Supported jointly with the Atomic 
Energy Commission) Dr. Shelby A. /I-filler, Center 
for Educational Affairs. 
University of California, Berkeley, California 
94720 
ror college teachers of Engineering; June 21­
.-\ugusr 27; 3 pr.:doctoral and 4 postdoctoral 
ll':ichers. Proj<'cts available in Electrical, lndustrial, 
\lcchan;cal, Sanitary, and ~\uclear Enginl'.:ring, 
and !\lineral Technology. Dr. Virgil t: Schrock, 
D.:-pa1 tment of Nu.:lear Engineering. (\\'rite: Con­
tinuing Educ:irion in Sciences and l\1athem:itics, 
2223 fulton Street) 
St:mfcrd U1iiwrsity, Stanford, Califon•;,, 94305 
:=-or college tea.:!1ers of Engineering; June 21­
5..?!Jtember IO; 2 predoctor:il and S postdoctoral 
tl':ichers. Projects av:iilable in ~faterials Science 
.,;;J Aeron:iutical, Ekctrical, Chemical, Civil, 
}. lechanical, :rnd Nuclear Engineering. Prof 
!:'illiam R. Rambo, School of Engineering. 
s.r, 
ENGINEERING 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona S5721 
Pliysicochemical Soil Behavior; June 28 - Aug:!St 6 . 
For teachers of Civil or Geologic:il Engineering. 
Physicochemical properties of soils and the rela­
tion of these properties to soil beha\ior: with 
laboratory work involving a variety of modern 
analytical techniques. Prof Richard L. S!e:me. 
Department of Civil Engineering and E1:gi:1<>t:ring 
Mechanics. t24 C) 
University of Colorado, Bouider, Colorado 80302 
/11dusflial a11d Systems E11gi11eering; June 7-July 
10. For teachers of Engineering. Optimum design 
of engineering systems with emphasis on stochastic 
and optimization fundamentals of operations anal­
ysis. Prof Robert J. Williams, Department of Engi­
neering Design and Economic Evaluation. (30 C) 
University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45409 
Electronic Engineering Tec/111vlogy; June 21-July 
30. For teachers of Engirieering Tedmology. J\leth­
ods of instruction in microelectronics, advanced 
solid state electronics, advanced instrumentation, 
and digital computer applications. Prof Richard 
R. /la:.e11, Department of Ele.:t ronic Engin~ering 
Technology. (5 C, S JC, 20 Tl) 
University of Illinois, Urb::ma, Illinois 61801 
Electronics: Machi11e De!ign; June 21 - August 14. 
For teachers of Electronics or l\lachine Design 
Technology. Introduction to Machine Design, Ad­
vanced Applied l\lathem:itics for Mechanic:il Sys­
tems, Advanced Circuits and Network Analysis, 
and Adv::mced Electronics. Prof Jerry S. Dob­
rr.J Pol11y, 117 Transportation Building. 
(15 JC, IS TI) 
University of !\fasrnchusetts, Amherst, J\l:issachu­
setts 01002 • 
Polymer Science; June 7-July 16. For teachers of 
l\laterials Science. Demonstrable examples of 
polymer composition, ch:iracterization, and be­
havior for use in undergraduate courses. Dr. Roger 
S. Porter, Department of Polymer Science and 
Engineering. (20 C, 4 TI) 
l!niversity of !\fichigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
48104 
Engineering Mechanics; June 28 - August 6. For 
te:ichers of Engineering. Teaching methods in En­
gineering i1lechanics courses on Statics, Solid 
l\lechanics. and Dynamics. Dr. Alan S. il'i11e111an, 
Department of Engineering :Mechanics. 
(5 C, ::'.O JC, 5 Tl) 
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lJniversity of Missouri, Columbi:i. t.lissouri 65201 
Ruid Dynamics and Heat Tra11sfer; June 14­
August 6. For teachers of pre-Engineering or 
Physical Sciences. Fluid Dynamics and HeJt Trans­
fer, following introductory instruction in com­
puter techniques and basic instrumentation. Dr. 
John B. Miles, Department of MechJnical and 
Aerospac~ Engineering. (20 C, I 0 JC) 
Rochester Institute of Technology. Rochester. 
New York 14623 
Electrical a11d Mechanical Engineering Technology; 
June 21-.-\ugust 13. For teachers of Ek.:-tri:::il 0r 
1\lcd~anical Technology. Adv:inced topics in Elec­
trical and \kch:inical Technology coveri;1g re..:ent 
technologic:il JcY.:-lopments. Prof Johil T. Hend<'i'­
so11, Center for Community College F.i..:ulty 
Development. (20 JC. JO TI) 
Vanderbilt Univer~ity, Nashville, Tennessee 37203 
Computer J!etlzvds of Structural Analysis and 
Design; June J4-August 6. For teachers of Engi­
neering. Intcr:ictive On-Linc Computing in Struc­
tural Design, Computer l\1cthods of Structural 
Analysis, and Analysis and Synthesis of Structur:il 
Systems. Dr. Pett?r G. l!oadley, Department of 
Civil Engineering. po C) 
Wentworth Institute, Boston, 1\lassachus.:tts 02115 
Electronics a11d Electronic E11gi11celi11g; June 
21-July 30. For teachers of Electronic Technol­
ogy. The "principzl problem., appro:ich to 13bora­
tory le:irning (developed by \\'entworth Institute) 
in an Electronic Technology curriculum for the 
education of technicians. Dr. Oiarles ,lf. 'fl10mson, 
Department of Electronic Engineering Tech­
nology. t2S Tl) 
University of Akron 
01e111istr)' and .lfatt 1icls Science 
(See Chemistry) 
East Carolina University 
Modem Electronics 
(See Physics) 
(See also the entries under lnterJis.:-iplin:uy 
Science.) 
$. C-. 
ENGINEEfW\1G 
Univer~lty of Atiwn:i, Tucson, Arizona 85721 
Prob.1bilis:'c Approaches to Design; June 14-July 
2. For teachers of Engineering, l\fath~matics, or 
Physics. Probabilistic design theory and methodol­
ogy. Prof Edward B. Haugen, Department of 
Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering. (30 C) 
Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan 48063 
Coherent Optics and Holography; June 14-July 2. 
For teachers of Engineering. Applications of 
modem optical techniques in engineering analysis: 
Holography, Spatial Filtering, Photoelasticity, 
Stress Analysis, Thermal Analysis, Moire Tech­
niques, Contouring, and related topics. Dr. Joseph 
Der Ho1:a11esia11, School of Engineering. (30 C) 
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305 
Probabifiry and Statistics in Cil'il Engi11ecri11g; July 
12-July 30. For teachers of Civil Engineering. In­
troduction to Statistics, Prob:ibility, and Decision 
1heory with application of these concepts to prJC· 
tical prob!~ms. Dr. Jack R. Benjamin and Dr. 
Haresh C. Shah, Department of Civil Engineering. 
(35 C) 
Syracuse Uniwrsity, Syracuse, New York 13210 
Mechanics a11d Aerody11:J111ics: July 6- Ju!y ~3. 
For tcJchers vf ;\lech:inics. Structures, or Aero­
spJce. Re :em de·, dopn1211ts in ,·ibrntion and st:t­
bility of m<?.:i:.mic:il dis1.·rcte systems and struc­
tures in n011linc-ar st;; i ion::~y and nonstation:iry 
regim;;>s. Dr. R. M. Era11-hmno\\'ski, Department 
of :-.k.:l::ini:.!l and ...\c-ro:>p:ice Enginc-ering. 
(15C,5JC) 
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University of Texas, Austin, Te>:as 787 i 2 
Optimi:.!1tio11 The01y; August 2--Augus! 20. For 
tea•hers of Engineering. Mathematical Program­
ming, Direct Search Methods, Geometric Program­
ming. Nonscrial and Serial Multistage Optimiza­
tion, Stochastic Network Flows, and the Discrete 
~laximum Principle. Dr. Oiarles S. Bcightler, 
Departmc-nt of Mechanical Engini:~ring. (30 C) 
l1nivNsity of Rochester 
Optics 
(See Physics) 
University of Wisconsin 
R ow 171rouglz Porous Media Wirlz 

Applications to Ground Water 

Hydrology 

(See Earth Science) 
(See also the entries under Interdiscip!in ~ r~ 
Science.) 
R. p. 
EARTH SCI ENCE 
Pennsylvania State University, Uniwrsity Park, 
Pennsylvania 16802 
For college teachers of Earth Sciences; July !­
August 26; 6 postdoctoral teachers. Projects avail­
able in modern techniques in Experimental Petrol­
ogy and Geochemistry. Dr. Arthur L. Boettcher, 
Department of Geochemistry and Mineralogy. 
..S.L 
EARTH SCI ENCE 
University of Arizona 
Physicoclle1nic11! Svil Bclla1•ior 
(See Engineering) 
(See also the entries under Interdisciplinary 
Science.) 
S,C 
EARTH SCI ENCE 
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Madison, New 
Jersey 07940 
Modem Carbonate Sediments and Related Car­
bonate Rocks; June 6-June 17. For teachers of 
Geology or related :;ubjects, including Paleontol­
ogy, Oceanography, or Marine Biology. Field 
obserYation, study, and -sampling of Florida bed­
rock, Florida Bay, the Keys, and the reef tract, 
and the western Bahamas. Dr. H. Gray Mutter, De­
partment of Gwlogy, Fairleigh Dickinson Univer­
sity and Dr. Malcolm P. Weiss, Division of Geol­
ogy, Northern Illinois University. (15 C, 7 JC) 
Fort Le\\is College, Durango, Colorado 81301 
Geology of the Colorado Plateau; June 7-June 20. 
For teachers of Geology. Field study o( sedimen­
tary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks of Precam­
bri3n to Pleistocene age with examp1es of stratig­
raphic facies changes, structural deformation, and 
geomorphology. Dr. D. L. Baars, Department of 
Geology. (24 C, 6 JC) 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 
53706 
Flow 17zrough Porous Media With Applications to 
Grouild hi1ter Hydrology; Jun.: 28-July 16. For 
teachers of Civil Engineering, Engineering Me­
ch:inics, or Geology. Continuum approach to 
porous media, analogs and modds app~ied to typ· 
ical ground water problems, computer method~ ;n 
ground ""3. ter analysis, artifici:il recharge, manage­
ment of co2sial aquifers, flow of immiscible fluids , 
and fini:e element methoJs. Dr. Peter L. 
Mo:;kmeyer, Department of Civil Engineering. 
(30 C) 
(Sec also the entrirs untk r Interdisciµl;nary 
S.:- ience.) 
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R.f? 

CHEM!STRY 
Ar~onne Nat:onal Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 
60439 
For college te:ichcrs of Ch.:mistry; May 15­
September 15; S postdoctoral teachers. Projects 
available in Analytical, Inorganic, Nuclear, and 
Physical Chemistry. (Supported jointly with the 
Atomic Energy Commission) Dr. Shelby A. Miller, 
Center for Educational Affairs. 
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 
72701 
For college teachers of Chemistry; May 31­
August 20; 5 postdoctoral teachers. Projects avail­
able in Structural Chemistry using x-ray diffrac­
tion. Dr. A. Wallace Cordes, Department of 
Chemistry. 
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
For college teachers of Biochemistry or Chemistry; 
June 2-August 14; 1 predoctoral and 4 postdoc­
toral teachers.. Projects available in Analytical, 
Biological, Inorganic, Organic, Physical, Solid 
State, and Radiation Chemistry. Dr. Lowell V. 
Coulter, Department of Chemistry. 
Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, New York I 1210 
For college and community college teachers of 
Chemistry; June I-August 17; 2 predoctoral and 
3 postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in Bio­
logical, Inorganic, Organic, Physical, Physical­
Organic, Polymer, Radiation, Solid State, and 
Surface Chemistry. Dr. Milton J. Rosen, Depart­
ment of Chemistry. 
Case Western Reserve University, Ckveland, Ohio 
44106 
For college teachers of Chemistry; June 14­
August 20: S postdo.:.toral tea.:hers . Projei.:ts avail­
·:hlc in Syn:!~t.' ~! ~ . St : t1 .:tur~~ .\ 1·~ ... h.1ni,111 . Elc(tro­
":hc111i ~ l1y, lZ!i .. ,':L)::-Y· Sr.'..: tr0s,:1.' PY· F,1~1 ~in~tics, 
Ct'tirdii~a i it'1l (',i!:1p,'U iH.ls, Poly mers. Ph,1tod1cm­
ist ry, Ro:• _h:tiw li1 kri:1cd ia tcs, Jnti Chrniical 
Physi.:s. Dr. D. F't'1:;;cll Erans, Dc1 :ll I m~nt of 
C'hemislry. 
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302 
For <:0llcge teachers of Chemistry or Biochemistry; 
June 1-1--August 20; 5 postdoctoral teachers. Proj­
ects available in Org:inic, Physical, I1wrganic, 
Analytical, and B!ological Chemistiy. Dr. Stewart 
J. sn-:ckler, Department of Chemistry. 
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27706 
For college teachers of Chemistry; June 21­
August 20; 5 postdoctoral teachers. Projects avail­
able in Analytical, Inorganic, Organic, and Physical 
Chemistry. Dr. D. B. 01es11ut, Department of 
Chemistry. 
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32601 
For college teachers of Chemistry; June 21­
August 27; 5 postdoctoral teachers. Projects avail­
able in An:.lytical, Organic, Inorganic, Physical, 
and Radiation Chemistry. Dr. Wallace S. Brey, 
Department of Chemistry. 
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 
60616 
For college teachers of Chemistry; June I - August 
31; 2 predoctoral and 3 postdoctoral teachers. 
Projects available in Organic, Inorganic, and Phys­
ical Chemistry. Dr. T71eodore J. Neubert, Depart­
ment of Chemistry. 
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66502 
For college and junior college teai:hers of Chemis­
try; June 7-August 6; 2 predoctoral and 3 post­
doctoral teachers. Projects av:iilable in Organic, 
Inorganic. Physical , and Analytical Chemi~try. Dr. 
Jack L. Lambert, Department of Chemistry. 
Lou~<:·~:t1 S!~~ fe Uai\·\..·r~~iy, n..~ton Rouge, Louisi .. 
JJiJ 70003 
For college tcac:1e1s of Chemistry; June 7- -1\_ugust 
13; S predo.:toral te:ichcrs. Projects arailable in 
Spectroscopy, An:::lytical Sep:irations, Organic 
Synthesis and :1lcch:::nisms, Metal Complexes, 
111ermcdyn3mics, Qu:intum Mcd1anics, and Statis­
,ical Med1anics. Dr. Rob.:rt V. Nuuma11, Depart­
ment of Chemistry. 
Lon!sbna St;1te U!!iversit;., New Ork:ms, Louisi­
ana 70122 
For college te:::chers of Chemisiry; June 7--August 
6; 3 pmloctoral :ind 2 postdoctoral l•'achers. Proj· 
ects available in Electrochemistry, Crystallogra­
phy, Kinetics, NMR Studies, Enzyme and Gas­
Solid Re..ctions, Conformational Studies, Calcula­
tions of Atomic and Molecular Properties, and 
Mossbauer Spectroscopy. Dr. T. fl. Siddall, Ill, 
Department of Chemistry. 
Unh·e:-sity of New Hampshire, Durham, New 
Hampshire 03824 
For college teachers of Chemistry; June 14­
August 20; I predoctoral and 3 postdoctoral 
teachers. Projects av:iilable in Analytical, Organic, 
Inorganic, and Physi..:al Chemistry. Dr. J. Jolm 
Uebel, Department of Chemistry. 
State University of New York, Buffalo, New York 
14214 
For college teachers of Chemistry; June 7-August 
27; 2 predoctoral and 3 postdoctoral teachers. 
Projects available in Analytical, Inorganic, Nuclear, 
Organic, and Physical Chemistry. Dr. Howard 
Tzeckelmann, Department of Chemistry. 
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North 
Dakota 58201 
For co]lege and junior college te:ichers of Chemis· 
try; June 14-August 7; 2 predoctoral and 2 post· 
doctoral teachers. Projects available in Analytical, 
InorgarJc, Organic, and Physical Chemistry. Dr. 
James A. Stewart, Department of Chemistry. 
'2C: 
Gk!.iho !-.ia S t:~ t.: L' n!,-.cr~ ity, St!llw:?tcr , m :bhoma 
74074 
For colleg.? te:i d1~rs of Chl mi~lry ; June 7 -August 
14; 3 predl1cto1 al :in<l 2 Jhl~tdoctoral te:1d1ers. 
Projects avaibble in r\n:ilytical, Inorganic, Organic, 
and Physical Chemi~try. Dr. Otis C. Dermer, De­
partment of Chemistry. 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 97331 
For college teachers of Chemistry; June 14­
August 20; S postdoctoral teachers. Projects avail­
able in Analytical, Inorganic, Organic, Physical, 
Nude::ir , and R~diation Chemistry. Dr. James H. 
Kmeger, Department of Chemistry. 
San Diego State College, San Diego, California 
92115 
For college tc:>achers of Chemistry; June 14­
August 20; 2 predoctoral and 3 postdoctoral 
teJchers. Projects available in Pyrimidine Metabo­
lism, Action of Insulin, Re:ict ions of Silicone 
Hydrides, Decomposition of Oxime-0-Ethers and 
Peroxides, Complexed Metal Ion Redox Reactions, 
Infrared Spectroscopy, Gas-Phase Kinetics, and 
Tautomerism in Nitrogen Heterocycles. Dr. 
William H. Richardson, Department of Chemistry. 
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South 
Carolina 29208 
For college tea chers of Chemistry; June 7- August 
20; S postdoctoral teachers. Projects available in 
Analytical , Inorganic, Organic, and Physical Chem­
istry, Biochemistry, and Spectroscopy. Dr. James 
R. Durig, Department of Chemistry. 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 
37916 
For college te3chers of Chemistry; June 14­
August 21; l predoctoral and 4 postdoctoral 
teachers. Projects avail<lble in AmJytical, Inor­
ganic , Organic , Physical, and Radiation Chl'mistry. 
Dr. Donald C. Kleinfdter, Deparlment of Chemis­
try. 
Tufts Uni..-ersiiy, i\kdf,1nl, i1las~ :1 ch11sd ts 021 SS 
f or collc _,;c an J juni1ir college te:1chers of Chemis­
try : June 14 -Scplei;;bcr 3; 5 postdot:toral teach­
ers . Projects av:1ilablc in Analytical, lno1g:rnic, 
Or3anic, and Physical Chemistry . Dr. Gordu11 G. 
Em ns, Dep:utment of Chemistry. 
Washington State Unirersity, Pullm:in, \V;ishington 
99163 
For college teachers of Chemistry; June 7- August 
13; S po~tdoctoral le:ichers. Projects av:iilable in 
Chemistry, Biochemistry, ~1olernlar Biology, Nuc­
lear Chemistry, and Chemical Physics; and a semi­
nar series on Frontiers of Research . Dr. Gardner 
W. Stacy, Department of Chemistry. 
Unh·ersity of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming 82070 
For college and junior college teachers of Chemis­
try; June 7-August 13; S predoctoral teachers. 
Projects available in Biological, Inorganic, Organic, 
Organometallic, and Physical Chemistry. Dr. John 
Howatson, Department of Chemistry. 
S, I 
CHEMISTRY 
University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 44304 
01emistry and ,lfaterials Science; June 21 - July 
30. For teachers of Chemistry. Polymer Science. 
covering the chemistry, physics, and engineering of 
polymers, and including polymerization, character­
ization of molecular size and structure, crystalliza­
tion and morphology, and mechanical properties. 
Dr. Jfawice Morton, Institute of Polymer Science. 
(25 C, S JC) 
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27706 
-' fo lecular Structure Elucidation by Physical Merh­
ods,- June 14-July 23. For teach ers of Chemistry. 
Pr:icticJI expericnce in the solution of representa­
li\"t' sl rud ural proble ms in n~ od crn Ch en1i ~ t ry. Dr. 
i'«it r Sn;irh, Dcp.u mrnt of Chem ist ry. (25 C) 
Loui-; i:m:i Slat-.> U1~ iversity, Baton Rouge, Louisi­
.lil a 70~03 
(7; c;ni.wy: June 7- Augmt 4. For teachers of 
C'lw11is1 ry . lat<'rmeJia te Organic and Physical 
C'!i-·mistry, gradu:ite Inorganic Chemistry, and 
some adv:inced Chemistry courses. Dr. Robert V. 
X.:1 1!1?:111, Dep:irtment of Chemistry. (24 C, 6 JC) 
New York Univ-::rsity, Bmnx, New York I0453 
Qu.mri:arfre Jfethods in Chemistry; June 7-July 
30. for teJchcrs of Chemistry. Statistical analysis, 
st:itis1 ical design of experiments, and computer­
ized computational methods in Chemistry curri­
cula . Dr. Joseph D. Gett/er, Department of 
Chemistry. (30 C) 
Rermeber Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 
12181 
lnsnwnental Methods of Analysis; June 21­
August 13. For teachers of Chemistry. Ultraviolet, 
visible, infrared, emission, atomic absorption, and 
raman spectroscopy; mass spectrometry; x-ray; 
t-.'\IR; gas chromatography; optical rotatory dis­
persion; and electrochemistry. Dr. Herbert H. 
Richtol, Department of Chemistry. (18 C) 
Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts 021 S5 
-'!odcrn Aspects of Physical 01emistry; June 
28-August 6. For teachers of Physical Chemistry. 
;\lolecular Structure (Spectroscopy and Scattering 
Phenomena); Intermolecular Forces; Solid State 
Chemistry; Chemical Kinetics (Molecular-Beam 
Scattering, Relaxation Kinetics). Dr. Karl H. fl­
linger, Department of Chemistry. (25 C) 
Western Illinois UniYersity, M:icomb, Illinois 
61455 
Physical ,i!ctlwds in Organic 01cmistry lmtruc­
tio11; June '.!I - July 30. For teachers of Organic 
Chemi~try . Gas chwmat ography 2nd ul tra,·i1..1 k t. 
in fr:?red, nudeJr m:ignct ic resonance, Jnd ~uss 
S1-'::.:t1oscopy \ri:h e:nph:i$is on in,;tru..:ti0n:il mdh· 
i:·ds . Dr. Gen·frt P. Reali, Dcp:irtment of Chemis­
try. l25 JC) 
(S2c ~ :rn !he c' :llril' ~ under !11! t: ic1 i, .- ir: :n.,ry 
S.:i ·~nce.) 
s. e, 

CHEMISTRY 
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 
60439 
Application of Group 77ieory to Jl!olecular Struc­
ture; August 16-August 20. For teachers of 
Organic or Inorganic Chemistry. Theory of infra­
red and raman spectroscopy, point group selec­
tions rules, space group selections, and normal 
coordinate treatment of molecules. Dr. Shelby A. 
Miller, Center for Educational Affairs. (Write: Dr. 
John R. Ferraro, Center for Educational Affairs) 
(15 C, 5 JC) 
Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee 37830 
Applied Ecology; August 16- September 3. For 
teachers of Gcnernl Chemistry. Course provides 
background in Ecology to Chemistry teachers to 
make their General Chemistry course relate to 
problems of society. (Supported jointly with the 
Atomic Energy Commission) Dr. L. K. Akl'rs, 
Special Training Division. (20 C) 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 
Vector Space 171eory of Matter; June 7--July 2. 
For teachers of Chemistry. Vector spJces and alge­
bras with applications to the construction of 
theories of mo!ecules and atoms (sud1 as Hued~el, 
crystal field, and ~nm theoric,). Dr. F. A. Marse11, 
Department of Chemistry. (30 C) 
(See also the entries under lnterdisciplin:! ry 
Science.) 
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LATE FLASHES 

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT The Health Services Resea.rch Development 
PROGRAM .. HEALTH Program snpports individual awards related 
SERVICES to problems of health services. There is 
encou.rage1ncn.1: to the establis h1nen.t of new 
programs with new approaches and methods of health services for mo .te effi ­
cient use of manpower, funds, and facilities. 
An attempt to expand the operations to include the ~?~i_?.]. _~~~lel1_?.vio!~l 
aspects of health services provides for projects -tn the areas of E."~..Y.~~~1£gy-, 
~ociol~gy, ~~t_?ropolo_gy, P..~li~i.£_aJ:__sci~_ns:~.i ~~~~.E?--~~l._?_g..Y.z -~co_!1_omi~~--' !c::~, a~'ld 
history~ 
Other areas cover: 
1. health education. research 
2. biostatistics 
3. systems rnanage1ncnt and ope ration3 research 
4. engineering for health services 
5. computer science applications 
6. ad1ninistration and managetncnt services 
7. scientific cominunications systems 
8. architecture and design of health fa cilities 
9. public admin.i. stration 
Additional information and forms fo:!." proposal and application are 
a,yailable in the Office of Re search Development. 
The re is a May 1 d•:!adline for applications for announce1nent of awar<l.s 
11 11 11 11in Septemb1.~r and a De-::. 1 11 11 i1 
11 April. 
The Research Fdlowship program has an April 1 deadline. 
The T l'aining Gra~'lts p ::.o ogram has a June 1 dea<l.line. 
SPECIAL SERVlCES Grant support u~'lder this program is for 
DlSADVANT.AGED rem€:' dial and other special services - ­
STUDENTS including tutoring, counseling, career 
guidance, placement, curriculum <l •.;! velop­
ment, and special sumnv:r ses si.ons. Deadline is February 15 for application 
proposal (poss:i.ble extension). 
When a man forgets himself, he generally does something 
everyone else rem(;>1nhers. 
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